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By Richard C. Longworth

Much of the world’s attention to the Midwest is an almost indecent fascination, born of the 2016 presidential election, with the postindustrial rust and ruin of the region’s old factory towns and rural hinterlands. With the nation’s gaze thus averted, the rest of the Midwest has been reinventing itself.

The result, half completed, looks nothing like the silos and smokestacks of yore.

That transformation is the theme of this important report.

The old Midwest was an industrial dynamo that powered the American economy. Its great cities—Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Flint, Milwaukee—became mighty locomotives that pulled the entire region behind them.

That Midwest is gone. The industrial age was replaced by globalization, making demands the old Midwest could not meet. Of the great cities, only Chicago and Pittsburgh truly thrive in the global age: both are transformed, neither industrial now nor a locomotive. Many cities and towns struggle to find their place. So do many of the smaller factory towns in their orbit. Some may recover eventually, others may not: the jury is out.

But already we see a new Midwest, powered by different places, people, and industries. This new Midwest thrives on brains, not brawn. It produces ideas and services, not ingots and autos.
Manufacturing still exists, of course, and is as productive as ever, but it generates only a fraction of the jobs it once did. In its place are new economic engines: business services, health and medical, clean energy, IT, bioscience. Will they grow in time to power the entire region? Again, the jury is out.

What we do know is that most of the economic capitals of this new Midwest are not the old industrial cities. The new economic centers are places like Columbus, Ohio; Des Moines, Iowa; Indianapolis, Indiana; Madison, Wisconsin; and Minneapolis, Minnesota. They have much in common. Many are state capitals or university towns or both. Few have a legacy of heavy industry to overcome. What they lack in brownfield sites they make up for in nonmanufacturing industries—insurance, publishing, healthcare—that have weathered the transition from the industrial age to the knowledge economy.

The new economic centers have other things in common. All have leaders who understand that the world has changed and their cities must change with it. And all know where they stand on the global supply chain. They are global cities now, earning their living from the global economy.

In this, the Midwest is not alone. The new Midwest mimics the pattern reshaping regions across the United States and around the world. Columbus and Indianapolis have counterparts in Austin, Texas, and Salt Lake City, Utah, in Stuttgart, Germany, and Toulouse, France.

None of this is easy. The Midwest, like other regions, is caught in the painful shift from one economy to another. There is a growing split between winners and losers, between well-educated city dwellers and the left-behind, angry residents of old factory towns and crumbling rural areas. The impact is political and social, not just economic.

The Midwest’s transformation is not yet complete. The job now is to look closely at the places that are thriving in this new economy to understand what makes them successful. Their success can be replicated across the region. This report tells us how.

The industrial age shaped the Midwest—its cities and people and politics. The global age will do the same. The new Midwest will not look much like the old; for many of its citizens, that hurts. But the new Midwest is already here. As this report makes clear, the region is not helpless: leadership at the local, state, and national level is once again making the Midwest a good place to work and live.
The Midwest has a unique economic, social, and cultural history and development story line. The region stretching from Minnesota, Iowa, and Missouri in the west along the Great Lakes and Ohio River Valleys to Pennsylvania and New York in the east includes all or part of 12 states that built a highly interconnected agro-industrial economy over generations (Figure A). This region, home to more than 70 million people, possesses a dynamic political and economic history that lies at the center of America’s economic growth and keeps the region front and center in politics today.

A lot has changed since the Midwest served as the birthing ground of the great industries—processed food, retail commerce, aviation, cars, chemicals, steel, electronics, machinery, consumer durables, and many more—that powered 20th-century America.

Much has also changed since a generation ago, when globalization and new industrial rivals diminished the region’s economic primacy, shuttered hometown employers’ doors, and left many communities struggling. This collective transition earned the region its “Rust Belt” moniker.

Over recent years, the forces of technological disruption, new lifestyle and work preferences of young and mobile talent, changing demographics, and media in an increasingly wired world have continued to alter the dynamics of the global marketplace, the shape of communities, and the economic position and possibilities for the residents of the region.

Today the Midwest is neither an economic monolith nor, despite lingering popular misconceptions, a “Rust Belt.” Many Midwest communities, large and small, have successfully evolved from their industrial and farming roots and are winning in today’s globalized, tech-based, and knowledge-driven economy. Most of the region’s major metros—from the Twin Cities in the west to
Indianapolis at the nation’s crossroads to Pittsburgh in the east—are diverse, thriving hothouses of knowledge work.

What’s more, all of the communities anchored by one of the region’s numerous top-flight research universities (such as Iowa City, Ann Arbor, and State College) are thriving in an economic era in which talent and innovation dominate.

Many other Midwest communities that are neither major metros nor home to top research universities have also found paths to new success by embracing the forces of economic change and building on their particular assets to create a new era of economic vitality.

These include cities such as Columbus, Indiana; Midland, Michigan; and Rochester, Minnesota—cities that are thriving as their anchor employers stay on the cutting edge of innovation in emerging sectors.

Others—such as Rockford, Illinois, and Troy, Michigan—succeed by engaging economically and socially with the world, selling to global markets, and welcoming immigrant talent and new populations.

Figure A: The Midwest

Source: Chicago Council on Global Affairs
Grand Rapids, Michigan, and Milwaukee are growing their economies and reinvigorating their communities through leadership in the “green” and “blue” economies of tomorrow, building a foundation in environmental sustainability and smart-water technologies.

Kalamazoo, Michigan, and Georgetown, Kentucky, succeed by marking themselves as either highly educated communities or places that have workers equipped with the skills needed to compete in a changed economy.

Others, such as Eau Claire, Wisconsin, and Brown County, Indiana, harness particular local assets of natural location, historical and cultural attributes, and a special quality of life.

Still others, such as Minneapolis-Saint Paul, having turned the economic corner, are accelerating growth by forging more inclusive communities and shared prosperity.

Additional efforts can be made to support communities that are making strides but have yet to fully turn the corner. In this report, we suggest a new designation for such cities and towns: “Communities in Transition.” Purposeful and strategic efforts on the part of Midwest public- and private-sector leaders, coupled with a federal designation that allows for increased financial assistance, can help support these and other communities to thrive in the new economy as the old one fades from view. And when Midwest communities do find economic purchase in this new era, their residents are often more optimistic, forward-looking, less responsive to nativism and nostalgia, and less inclined to retreat from the world.

Accelerating economic change across the Midwest

Today there are two Midwests. While many communities have successfully outgrown their industrial shells and boast diversified and dynamic economies, the region is also home to the country’s largest number of older industrial communities that, having lost anchor employers, remain adrift.

The region’s uneven success in adapting to economic change and residents’ anxieties about the future put the Midwest on the map in 2016, when key Midwestern states played a determinative role in the US presidential election.

As we enter 2020 and attention remains focused on the people and places of the Midwest, the region’s leadership, as well as national leaders looking to nurture new economic opportunity for Americans in many left-behind places, must articulate and make real an affirmative, outward-oriented economic vision for the future of the region—an agenda for action that reaches citizens and communities across the Midwest, building on the region’s many economic strengths, addressing its particular challenges, and helping residents adapt successfully to today’s disruptive forces of automation, global interdependence, and demographic change.

The good news is that the region has powerful assets that matter enormously in the economy of today. Home to globally engaged companies and producers, the Midwest remains a huge domestic market with an unrivaled network of top universities and colleges that, per capita, produce a larger share of US talent and innovations (Figure B).
As climate change takes an increasing toll on other regions, the Midwest’s natural assets provide a haven and sustainable platform for population and economic growth. Home to rich farmland and 20 percent of the world’s surface freshwater in the Great Lakes, the Midwest boasts other valuable natural amenities as well. These include 10,000 miles of freshwater coastline along the Great Lakes, thousands of inland lakes, countless rivers and forests, and many scenic and recreational areas. The Midwest is also home to communities with a rich quality of life and iconic architecture, arts, culture, and history—communities that are warmed by Midwestern traditions and values and provide a cost of living 20 percent lower than elsewhere in the country.

But to succeed uniformly, the region must also confront head-on the unique challenges presented by an economy and society built during the region’s 20th-century heyday: a dearth of capital to turn the region’s innovation into new jobs and businesses; many workers with only a basic high school education in a workplace defined by rising skill demands; and an economic security system of pensions, healthcare, and unemployment adjustment built for the industrial era that doesn’t support the region’s workers today.

Figure B: Midwest share of US higher-education degrees

2016–17 academic year, %

- Bachelor’s
  - Midwest: 25.2%
  - Non-Midwest: 74.8%

- STEM
  - Midwest: 26.0%
  - Non-Midwest: 74.0%

- All degrees
  - Midwest: 24.2%
  - Non-Midwest: 75.8%

Note: Data include the states of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Minnesota, Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin.

Source: National Center for Education Statistics; US Census Bureau
The Midwest has some of the country’s oldest infrastructure, and the costliest to repair (Figure C), with an outsize share of brownfields and polluted areas. The region is defined by a fractured political landscape and the most racially segregated communities in the country. And the existence of thousands of local government units, many with a dwindling tax base, means that communities have limited ability to organize to meet the needs of their own residents, not to mention compete with other global regions.

**Figure C: Expensive Midwest infrastructure needs**

*Infrastructure costs per capita, $*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>US average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>5,646.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Midwest</td>
<td>4,753.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>4,663.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>4,446.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>10,125.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>4,488.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>5,352.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>9,396.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>4,429.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>5,321.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>8,233.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: 2017 Infrastructure Report Card, American Society of Civil Engineers, 2017

Despite these challenges, the success of so many people, places, and businesses, firmly anchored in the Midwest and succeeding in today’s global economy, demonstrates that there is a positive and achievable vision for a newly Vital Midwest—a Midwest that:

- Thrives in a globalized economy and adapts to dramatic technological, demographic, occupational, and environmental change, while accelerating business growth and innovation in emerging sectors
- Engages globally and is connected to the world, serving as a leader in international trade while building on its talent base and attracting new and diverse populations
- Harnesses unique place-based assets ranging from abundant woods and waters to special histories, culture, and values that help people and places find economic purchase in a changed economy
• Provides a new image of the Midwest as the center of innovation and growth in emerging jobs and industries, and as a magnet for talent enabled by attractive and globally engaged places to live, work, play, and operate businesses.

It is no overstatement to say that in 2020 the eyes of the country, and much of the world, are focused on the economic position, attitudes, and disposition of Midwesterners, given their defining role in the 2016 election and the pivotal position of key swing states in 2020.

An urgent national and Midwestern priority is to foster more inclusive and broadly shared economic opportunity so that fewer people and communities feel abandoned, isolated, and unable to control their economic destiny. Leaders within the region and those seeking the presidency—who will likely require the support of Midwestern voters—must provide alternative visions to isolationism, protectionism, and nostalgia as fixes for residents’ economic woes.

The blueprint for spreading economic opportunity and optimism to more people in the region is to model existing community paths to success; implement effective programs, policies, and public–private partnerships; and advance reinforcing federal priorities.

In particular, the blueprint will rely on state and local partnerships and federal policies that support:

• **Emerging-sector innovation hubs**: Organize state and local public–private partnerships and increase federal investment in research, development, and innovation in the emerging sectors of energy, water, food systems, mobility, healthcare, and information technology (IT) focused through innovation institutes, housed at Midwestern research universities.

• **Capital for “Communities in Transition”**: Create additional state, local, and public–private innovation funds. And, as part of a new federal place-focused economic development agenda, create new investment funds to provide favorable tax treatment of private-sector investments in regions and communities with transitioning economies.

• **Open doors and fair trade**: Build state and local leader advocacy and organizations to support domestic exporters, explore foreign markets, and advocate for federal trade policy that creates a stable, predictable environment; opens markets; and secures opportunities for exports while ensuring a steady supply of fairly traded imports.

• **Green leadership**: Set goals for sustainability and provide leadership. Mayors, governors, and the US president can set a goal of 90 percent clean energy by 2050, and the federal government can recommit to global agreements to reduce carbon emissions and greenhouse gases. Such commitment will drive Midwest-based clean energy innovation, new technology development, and business and job growth.

• **“GI Bill for Workers”**: Support state policy leadership and federal flexibility allowing states to package dollars to deliver a financial guarantee for postsecondary credentialing for the existing workforce, with those most at risk of dislocation concentrated in the Midwest.
• **Portable pensions and healthcare:** Support federal policies that create incentives for states to develop public–private portable pension, savings, and healthcare programs to maintain worker security and support mobility in a changing labor market.

• **Community-based free college:** Catalyze community-based higher education “promise” programs similar to the Kalamazoo Promise through a new federal-state-local investment matching program.

• **Infrastructure policy and funding that significantly increases federal subsidies:** Provide additional federal resources for infrastructure modernization, with financing flexibility to support multimodal infrastructure priorities at the state and local levels.

• **Economic development focused on “Communities in Transition”:** Package existing federal economic and business development and support services, focusing them on newly defined transitioning economies. Incorporate criteria to support policies that reward collaborative, community-driven, inclusive growth strategies.

• **Heartland Visas for “Communities in Transition”:** Support immigration policies that provide greater access to newly designated Communities in Transition for high-skill immigrants, refugees, entrepreneurs, and guest workers, and that support paths to citizenship for DREAMers—young, undocumented immigrants who came to the United States as children.

There was a time when the nation and Midwestern leaders joined together to develop land, higher education institutions, and an economic infrastructure that supported one of the strongest economies on earth and put the region, and the country, at the front of the world stage. In the early part of the 20th century, the forward economic march of the Midwest faced a wave of isolationism and nativism driven by the First World War and the seismic economic dislocations of the Great Depression. But rather than succumb to these trends, the region’s business, labor, civic, and political leaders crafted an affirmative and engaged economic and social response to a changing world. That time has come again. A new 21st-century vision and partnership to build a Vital Midwest will help reinvigorate our nation’s economy by extending opportunity to people and places that have been left out of today’s economic transformation, and go a long way toward healing our nation’s political divides as well.
The American Midwest holds a special place in the economic story of the United States and, by extension, the world.

It was America’s first frontier, then the cradle of its agricultural and industrial might. It was the birthplace of great industries and a mecca for migrants seeking a better life and economic opportunity. It became the forge of America’s middle class and its social compact.

During the early 20th century, the Midwest experienced many political and economic struggles. But the region’s business, labor, civic, and political leaders crafted an economic and social response to a changing world. The region built on its tremendous assets—raw materials, rich farmland, and robust manufacturing base—and sold its products and services across the globe. It translated a commitment to scholarship, innovation, and equality into investments in universal education, infrastructure, and leading research and postsecondary institutions, all while building America’s worker employment security safety net. By midcentury, the Midwest powered America’s postwar economic prosperity and global economic leadership. The result was a period of unrivaled economic success that shaped the international order, with the Midwest playing an outsize role thanks to its dominant industrial, manufacturing, and agricultural sectors.
Then the world changed again. Revolutions in communications, transportation, technology, and trade reorganized the world economy and reshaped the region’s mighty industries, shrinking employment and populations in many manufacturing communities. The region became known as the Rust Belt.

Indeed, many parts of the Midwest were hollowed out. Boarded-up towns, empty factories, aging populations, and deteriorating infrastructure defined numerous communities. But that is not the region’s entire story. Many communities have harnessed assets honed in the industrial era—acumen in innovation, global companies, talent-producing colleges and universities, and history and place attributes both natural and man-made—to find success in a changed economy. In short, the region is making an uneven transition from the industrial era it helped create to find success in the new technology- and knowledge-based global economy.

Of course, the Midwest has no physical border clearly delineating its states and communities. Instead, the region is defined by a shared economic, social, and cultural development and history. It encompasses all or part of 12 US states and includes interconnected production and distribution systems that lie in the bordering Canadian province of Ontario (Figure 1). This regional definition was detailed in two complementary works: the 2008 book Caught in the Middle: America’s Heartland in the Age of Globalism by Chicago Council on Global Affairs Senior Fellow Richard C. Longworth, and the 2006 report The Vital Center—A Federal State Compact to Renew the Great Lakes Region by Brookings Institution Nonresident Senior Fellow John C. Austin. Both chronicled the economic and cultural history of the region as well as its unique economic strengths and challenges.

Much has happened in the ensuing decade. Today, the Midwest is not a broad region of decline as it is often portrayed. While some communities remain adrift, many others have turned an economic corner. The region’s uneven success in adapting to economic change has underlined residents’ anxieties about the future, drawing renewed attention to the region as it played a politically determinative role in the 2016 election.

---

1 The economic region that shares a highly interdependent agro-industrial, social, and cultural development pattern stretches from Minnesota, Iowa, and Missouri in the west along the Great Lakes and Ohio River Valleys and includes Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, western Pennsylvania, and sections of northern Kentucky, West Virginia along the Ohio River, and western New York. Data incorporated in this analysis draw on the core states and parts of other states where practical, and where results are not skewed (for example, New York state data often skew to favor the eastern portion and New York City and are in such instances omitted). The Canadian province of Ontario is included in the analysis where relevant.
The purpose of this report

This report aims to accelerate the Midwest’s economic transformation. At this critical moment, it is important for the region’s leadership, as well as national leaders looking to nurture new economic opportunity for Americans in many left-behind places, to articulate a positive and hopeful vision for the future of the region.

This must be informed by a fulsome and nuanced understanding of the Midwestern economy and society. Today the Midwest is exhibiting a divergence in economic opportunities similar to what the United States is experiencing more broadly. For those unfamiliar with the Midwest, this report offers a primer on the unique economic, social, and cultural story lines that have shaped the region’s development and its economic positioning today, including a discussion of the varied experiences of the region’s residents.
This report identifies and illustrates the varied economic success paths of the numerous Midwestern communities that are thriving in a new economic era. Sprinkled throughout are vignettes about communities, large and small, that are finding economic success. Their stories illustrate the key levers and the varied paths by which once prosperous, then struggling, and now thriving communities are finding economic purchase. Their stories also show there is much the Midwest’s state and local leadership is doing right: harnessing communities’ particular economic assets while attending to real economic deficits to rebuild economic success for a new era. The recommendations for action that follow identify additional priorities and interrelated practices that can help federal, state, and local leaders accelerate community transformation.

The bulk of the report identifies and describes key components of the Midwestern economy’s advantages and deficits, which collectively mount a bold vision for how to spread economic opportunity, security, and newfound optimism to more people and communities in the Midwest. A section at the end of the report summarizes an agenda for action to deliver economic opportunity to more of the region’s residents.

Chicago, given its global stage presence, is clearly an anchor of the Midwest economy and culture; however, the experience of its residents and the path of its development are different from those of other Midwestern cities. Likewise, while rural agricultural communities have long formed a rich layer of the region’s tapestry, and some host assets that may spur new growth and development, on balance their development will also follow a fundamentally different path in this new economy.

Most importantly, this report provides a positive alternative vision to global disengagement and economic nostalgia. It frames an agenda for action that reaches citizens and communities across the Midwest, building on their many economic strengths, treating their particular challenges, and helping them adapt to today’s disruptive forces of automation, global interdependence, and demographic change.

There is no monolithic Midwest or Rust Belt economy, but rather two Midwests: one in which major metros, university towns, and communities with particular economic, geographic, or lifestyle assets grow and thrive, and another consisting of communities that have fallen further behind their peers as the economy has changed. Today’s challenge, as well as its opportunity, centers on how to accelerate economic change and adaptation beyond the success stories. How can we speed the transition to a winning, globally engaged economy and extend it to more of the region’s communities and residents?
The forces responsible for the unraveling of the Midwest’s manufacturing-based economy in the late 20th century are well documented. A global economy, flattened by revolutions in communications and transportation, enabled new international competitors. Accelerating technological change and automation dramatically restructured the region’s industries, obliterating a huge number of well-paying assembly line jobs and shuttering many Midwestern factories.

Less well-known is the explosion of new markets enabling new business and job growth—including in the Midwest—in many sectors such as IT, finance, education, medicine, and consumer and business service, as well as growth in places now serving the lifestyles and changing preferences of mobile talent. In some places, new technologies and a globally integrated economy have largely meant disruption and dislocation as job opportunities have vanished, young people have fled, and the residents who remain have grown frustrated over diminished job prospects. In other communities, however, these advancements have led to an economic rebirth and rebranding.

In recent years, the forces enabling globalization have accelerated, while new forces have emerged to shape the patterns and prospects for community development and economic opportunity in the Midwest:

- Automation and artificial intelligence continue to reshape work patterns, redefining and in some cases obliterating occupations, increasing education and skill demands, and facilitating growth in new jobs and businesses in heretofore unimagined arenas.
- Changes in the patterns of work and the preferences of workers in a knowledge-driven economy are accelerating urbanization and geographic and income polarization.
- These location preferences of increasingly mobile talent place a premium on lifestyle, amenities, and quality of life as local economic development drivers.
- The response to climate change is catalyzing a reworking of community and business systems for sustainability and resilience—creating new markets and demands for sustainable solutions, products, and services—while affording locational advantages to regions like the Midwest with more predictable water and weather.
- Demographic change is accelerating population diversity, pressing all communities to bridge divides of race and ethnicity and maximize economic advantage by forging more inclusive economic growth in an improved economy.
- The faster pace, immediate communication, and interdependence of global cultures and economies demand aggressive efforts to make these interrelationships mutually constructive, not destructive and destabilizing.

The Midwest’s response to today’s drivers of economic change shapes the opportunity for economic success across the region. To meet these ongoing changes, we describe a vision for a Midwest economy that harnesses these forces and puts them to work to create a new round of economic opportunity and prosperity.
We envision a Vital Midwest that:

- Thrives in a globalized economy, responding positively to dramatic technological, demographic, occupational, and environmental change while accelerating business growth and innovation in emerging sectors with global reach
- Engages globally and is connected to the world, is a leader in international trade, builds on its talent base, and attracts new and diverse populations
- Harnesses the region’s unique variety of place-based assets—its abundant woods, waters, and farmlands around communities with unique histories, its strong values, and its sense of community—to help people and places find economic purchase in a changed economy
- Builds toward a new image of the Midwest as the center of innovation and growth in emerging jobs and industries—a magnet for talent enabled by globally engaged places to live, work, play, and operate businesses

Realizing the vision: Accelerating Midwestern economic transformation

The Midwest's formerly booming industrial economy has experienced decades of economic dislocation, leaving many challenges in globalization's wake. Yet the region has tremendous economic assets, many built on the legacy of its industrial and civic history. Numerous Midwestern communities have harnessed these assets and the forces of change to build a more diverse, knowledge-based, technology-driven, urbanized economy. Cities such as Pittsburgh; Columbus, Ohio; Indianapolis; and Minneapolis are dynamic, economically diversified metro centers. They are no longer understood as mid-20th-century agro-industrial monocultures, such as when Minneapolis was christened the “Flour City” and Pittsburgh the “Steel City.” University towns such as Madison, Wisconsin; Ann Arbor, Michigan; State College, Pennsylvania; and Bloomington, Indiana, are magnets of global talent and innovation centers that are largely resistant to recession. As documented in this report, other smaller and midsize communities that lack a leading research university and have lost their anchors still found new economic purchase by staying on the cutting edge of education and innovation, embracing a globalized world, and building on natural and man-made assets of place.

Today’s challenge, as well as its opportunity, centers on how to accelerate this economic change and catalyze it beyond these success stories. How can we speed the transition to a winning, globally engaged economy and extend it to more of the region’s communities and residents?

This blueprint focuses the attention of regional and national leaders on six priorities that constitute a vision of how to spread economic opportunity, security, and optimism to more people in the Midwest and their communities:

- Driving innovation in the growth sectors of tomorrow
- Forging inclusive growth
- Building and investing in talent
- Enhancing global engagement
- Remaking infrastructure
- Harnessing place-based assets

More Midwestern communities and residents have the opportunity for a robust, engaged future. This report aims to help show the way.
The Midwest was the 20th century’s innovation leader, bringing food, clothing, transportation, and consumer goods to the world while building a prosperous middle class. The next economic transformation centers on how a growing, rapidly urbanizing world develops and deploys solutions and builds communities with IT-driven sustainable energy, water, mobility, and food systems. This transformation must also protect and improve the quality of life of citizens in the United States and around the world. The Midwest has the assets to be an educational, research and development, innovation, and business leader in this economy of the future.

Perhaps the most potent of the Midwest’s economic assets is its network of top colleges and universities (Figure 2). This network includes 20 of the world’s top 200 research universities (including Canadian institutions in southern Ontario)—more than any other region in the country—alongside hundreds of private and public colleges established by the Midwest’s civic, business, and religious leaders in the 19th and 20th centuries. Twenty-one of 65 schools in the Association of American Universities are in the Midwest. Moreover, according to Forbes, six of the top 25 science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) schools are in the Midwest.

Much of the research and development (R&D), STEM, and management talent built through the region’s university base is anchored by the Big Ten Academic Alliance, one of the largest university networks in the country. The 14 mostly Midwestern schools in the Big Ten enroll 600,000 students from the region and world, employ 50,000 faculty, and conduct $10.6 billion in funded research, nearly as much as the Ivy League and the University of California system combined.
### Figure 2: Top-ranked research universities in the Greater Midwest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>World ranking</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>State/province</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>University of Chicago</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>University of Michigan, Ann Arbor</td>
<td>Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>University of Toronto</td>
<td>Ontario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Carnegie Mellon University</td>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Northwestern University</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin–Madison</td>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Washington University in St. Louis</td>
<td>Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Purdue University</td>
<td>Indiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>University of Minnesota, Twin Cities</td>
<td>Minnesota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>The Ohio State University</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>McMaster University</td>
<td>Ontario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>Pennsylvania State University</td>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>Michigan State University</td>
<td>Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>University of Pittsburgh</td>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>Case Western Reserve University</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>Indiana University Bloomington</td>
<td>Indiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163</td>
<td>University of Rochester</td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>173</td>
<td>University of Notre Dame</td>
<td>Indiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>Western University</td>
<td>Ontario</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


These universities, alongside nearly 150 Fortune 500 companies founded or headquartered in the region, provide an unrivaled innovation base. And indeed, the Midwest remains strong in many metrics associated with innovation (Figure 3). While the Midwest contains all or part of 12 states in total, eight of the nine primary Midwest states⁷ rank in the top half of states by the number of patents awarded per total number of scientists and engineers.⁷ These same nine states in the Midwest are responsible for 20.99 percent of the country’s new patents, 21.25 percent of total business R&D, and 24.28 percent of educational R&D. This R&D foundation also includes 22.36 percent of the nation’s highly competitive National Institutes of Health (NIH) research funding grants, key to creating new drugs and medical technologies.

⁷ These states include Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin.
The power of these assets to spur economic development and contribute to a modern, post–Rust Belt economy can already be seen. Three of the eight fastest-growing tech talent markets in North America are Madison (number 3), Pittsburgh (number 5), and Cleveland (number 8), according to the 2018 rankings from CBRE Group. Driven by Carnegie Mellon University and the University of Pittsburgh, the city of Pittsburgh—often characterized as a Rust Belt poster child in national political discourse—has rebuilt its economic fortunes around IT, energy, and healthcare innovation. Similarly, Indianapolis is emerging as a tech hub with a focused, business-led effort to attract and retain talent from the city’s leading universities. Innovation guru Ian Hathaway’s latest report on communities receiving venture capital (VC) funding—a proxy for an active startup culture—notes that Ann Arbor, Madison, and Pittsburgh are rising faster than national peers.

Clearly, the Midwest has the research, production, and innovation base to become a larger player and build on its comparative advantage in a number of emerging sectors central to the economy of tomorrow. Moreover, today’s global challenges provide an opportunity for business growth and job creation in the “Green and Blue” economy—sustainable green sectors, but also “blue” sectors around water technology and innovation, cleanup, and placemaking—and other emerging fields of

---

**Figure 3: High share of innovation from Midwest**

- Midwest
- Non-Midwest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Midwest</th>
<th>Non-Midwest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National higher-ed R&amp;D spending</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National business R&amp;D spending</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Institutes of Health grants</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US patents awarded</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data includes Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin.

work with high social impact. We outline how a targeted, strategic approach could help the region anchor its revitalization in seven sectors:

- **Water solutions**, a growing $891 billion market (2017)<sup>10</sup>
- **Data analytics and IT**, a $3.76 trillion market (2019)<sup>11</sup>
- **Energy solutions**, a $1.35 trillion global market (2016)<sup>12</sup>
- **Food systems**, a $5 trillion market (2015)<sup>13</sup>
- **Transportation and mobility**, an $8.1 trillion market (2015)<sup>14</sup>
- **Health and bioscience**, a sector accounting for 17 percent of the economy (healthcare),<sup>15</sup> with life sciences directly contributing 1.2 million jobs and exports of nearly $90 billion (2017)<sup>16</sup>
- **Advanced manufacturing**, with applications across a variety of sectors, from healthcare to aerospace to water-sensing devices to bioengineered human–body replacement parts

While many of the Midwest’s long-standing industries, such as auto production, are mature or face a future of diminished demand, emerging industries are meeting new needs on a global scale. Each of these sectors is already large and growing (see sidebar “Driving innovation in the growth sectors of tomorrow: Iowa City, Iowa”), and the Midwest is well positioned to pioneer solutions and reap the rewards of new jobs and growing incomes.

**Water solutions**

The Midwest is well positioned to strategically develop its water-technology industry, a growing $1 trillion global market. The region contains 80 percent of the country’s freshwater, water that fed and powered the rise of the Midwest’s agricultural and manufacturing industries. Today, the region is home to leading water-technology firms and innovators including the Milwaukee-area water-technology cluster, guided by the employer-led Water Council (see sidebar “Driving innovation in the growth sectors of tomorrow: Milwaukee, Wisconsin”). The Water Council has developed into a global research and technology hub through the coordinated efforts of the private and public sectors, academic institutions, and government programs.

Other communities around the region are organizing to support emerging water-technology startup clusters, such as Cleveland’s Water Alliance and Cincinnati’s Water Technology Innovation Cluster. This innovative bent is supported by a network of leading water research and education centers, such as the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee, the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, the University of Michigan’s Water Center, and McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario.<sup>17</sup>

In the private sector, startups such as Pipeline H2O and competitions such as Erie Hack, which nurtures water-technology startups around the Great Lakes,<sup>18</sup> are moving the needle on water technology in the Midwest. In Michigan in particular, more than 400 water-technology employers are making great strides. The activity is anchored by innovators in smart water use at Whirlpool
Amid the farm fields of eastern Iowa, the University of Iowa and its associated hospital anchor a fast-growing, economically vibrant university town. Iowa City’s labor market is one of the tightest in the nation, with an unemployment rate that has hovered around 2 percent for more than two years.¹ Johnson County, in which Iowa City sits, grew a staggering 25.9 percent between 2010 and 2017.² While the university and medical complex are the largest employers, other local businesses are taking advantage of the talent pool as well, including ACT, Inc, International Automotive Components, and Procter & Gamble. The university has also spun out several innovative startups, including IDx Technologies, which uses artificial intelligence for medical diagnoses and has raised over $54 million,³ and iotaMotion, Inc, which develops advanced cochlear implants. Private development is booming, and the university is expanding with new academic buildings, student housing, an art museum, and a mixed-use arena and sports complex.⁴ The city was also the first in the United States to be designated a City of Literature,⁵ in part because of the University of Iowa's famed Iowa Writers' Workshop, whose graduates include novelists John Irving and Flannery O'Connor.

⁴ Berg and Smith, “11 Iowa City Area Development Projects to Watch in 2019.”
Two decades ago, Milwaukee leaders laid the foundation to rebrand their community, shifting from a focus on manufacturing, beer, and motorcycles to an asset central to the city’s economic history and storyline: an abundant water supply. Leaders envision that Milwaukee will become a leader in water technology, central to the region’s economic and community development strategy. To solidify this change, Milwaukee business leaders organized the Water Council to guide the development of a global research and technology hub through the coordinated efforts of the private and public sectors, academic institutions, and federal government programs. Twenty years on, Milwaukee is home to a network of 238 water-technology businesses. The Water Council and the City of Milwaukee offer small-business services, promote tech challenges to drive innovation, and provide resources, programming, and networking opportunities to those involved in the water industry. Moreover, Milwaukee’s Water Technology District spurred more than $211 million in development between 2010 and 2014;¹ indeed, the overall water industry cluster has been a national success story, with annual revenues exceeding $10 billion.² Other industries and sectors have contributed resources as well: in 2009, Marquette University Law School launched a new curriculum in water law that further “positions the Milwaukee region as the world water hub.”³


Data analytics and information technology
IT and data-analytics solutions are embedded in the development of most emerging sectors, constituting a $3.8 trillion global business market.²⁰ While many perceive IT capabilities as being clustered in a few coastal metro areas, the Midwest is home to a growing base of companies.
focused on data analytics and resilient computing (see sidebar “Driving innovation in the growth sectors of tomorrow: Madison, Wisconsin”).\textsuperscript{21} From Carnegie Mellon in Pittsburgh to the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, the Midwest possesses some of the country’s leading computer science programs, including five of the top 25 schools for computer science and engineering.\textsuperscript{22}

Years ago, Big Ten universities in the region pioneered early web browsers and search engine technology and helped pave the way for the internet.\textsuperscript{23} These universities continue to lead the development of the next generation of the internet. The Midwest’s IT and data analytics assets also include Chicago’s burgeoning tech startup ecosystem, as well as the large Salesforce hub in Indianapolis. In the emerging fields of cybersecurity, autonomous cars, and robotics, Pittsburgh and Detroit have the unique advantage of being able to integrate software with the hardware produced locally for decades.

**Energy solutions**

The Midwest could position itself at the center of the transition to renewable energy sources. From large-scale wind turbines to the commodity markets in Chicago, the region has built-in advantages in energy generation, financing, and storage. The region is already a leader in fuel ethanol production, contributing 64 percent of the US supply.\textsuperscript{24} The Midwest also produces a significant share of natural gas (23 percent).\textsuperscript{25}

However, much of the region’s strength in energy production lies in wind energy; including New York, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia, the Midwest currently operates 29 percent of the country’s total installed wind capacity, with Iowa ranking as the second-largest state in the country in terms of wind capacity\textsuperscript{26} (see sidebar “Driving innovation in the growth sectors of tomorrow: Adair County, Iowa”). By measures of annual wind capacity additions, five Midwestern states (Iowa, Illinois, Missouri, Michigan, and Indiana) sit in the top 10 as of 2017.\textsuperscript{27} Moreover, while total US renewable electricity capacity increased from 3.8 percent to 19.7 percent from 2008 to 2017, Indiana outpaced this growth by making a 900 percent increase in installed renewable capacity over the same period.\textsuperscript{28} The Midwest is also a leader in nuclear energy production, accounting for 28 percent of total US capacity, with the states of Illinois and Pennsylvania ranking first and second, respectively.\textsuperscript{29}
Madison’s cultural assets and quality of life also contribute to the growth of talent. It is one of the most bike-friendly cities in America and has the highest number of parks per capita. The city hosts weekly concerts on the lawn of the state capitol, a renowned Saturday farmers’ market, and Great Taste of the Midwest, one of the premier beer festivals in the United States.

DRIVING INNOVATION IN THE GROWTH SECTORS OF TOMORROW

MADISON
Wisconsin

The capital of Wisconsin and its second-largest city, Madison has an economy chiefly powered by the University of Wisconsin–Madison, one of the world’s largest and most renowned research institutions. The university encompasses UW Health, the largest employer in Dane County,¹ and drives local businesses and startup spillovers. Examples include the metro region’s second largest employer, Epic Systems, which handles the health records of 54 percent of patients in the United States,² as well as American Family Insurance, American Girl, Lands’ End, and Trek Bicycle Corporation. Moreover, Madison ranked first nationally in tech talent growth in 2017³ and 14th worldwide in per capita venture-capital deals,⁴ bucking a regional dearth of venture-capital funding. The city is home to EatStreet, which offers food delivery and takeout in 250 cities, and to a multitude of healthcare startups, such as software firm Redox, which has raised more than $50 million,⁵ and health solutions firm Propeller, which was acquired in 2018 for $225 million.⁶ Google and Zendesk also have large operations in the city.

Complementing this transition, the Midwest's research universities are key partners in developing next-generation energy technologies through engagement in the Energy Innovation Hub network. This network develops energy innovations to convert biomass to energy and researches advanced battery storage, materials technologies, more efficient solar cells, and nuclear power generation. Put together, these innovations could have a significant impact on the global energy market and serve as an engine for fast-growing, profitable industries.

**ADAIR COUNTY Iowa**

By setting ambitious goals, Iowa has become the second-largest wind energy producer in the United States, leading the nation in megawatt capacity per capita. It is on track to be the first state to derive 40 percent of its energy from wind. Wind farms are spread throughout the state, but two large new projects are currently under construction in rural Adair County, nestled between Des Moines and Omaha. These projects are part of Des Moines–based MidAmerican Energy Company’s Project XI, the nation’s largest wind energy project.

The two wind farms, Arbor Hill and Orient, will add 550 megawatts of capacity to the grid and power more than 230,000 homes. The development is set to bolster the county’s bottom line, adding an estimated $6.6 million in annual county property taxes and $4.8 million in landowner payments. The expected income from the project has been used to improve roads throughout the county and on projects such as bridges and green infrastructure. The wind farms could also bring construction and long-term maintenance jobs to a community that has struggled to keep workers.

---

Food systems

As home to five of the top 10 states for agricultural output, the Midwest is firmly entrenched as a center for global agriculture and maintains its advantage as the country’s breadbasket. From the productive fields of Iowa and Illinois to the headquarters of corporate giants such as Archer Daniels Midland Company, ConAgra Brands, General Mills Inc, and the Monsanto Company, the key players in agriculture are rooted in the Midwest. Producers have now branched beyond commodity and processed food into new markets, including specialty foods as well as local, organic, and niche market products such as craft beers (see sidebar “Driving innovation in the growth sectors of tomorrow: Decorah, Iowa”).

The global marketplace for food and food products continues to grow, constituting a $5 trillion sector today. This presents an opportunity for the region to expand its reach globally, should US trade policy allow it. Beyond this traditional strength, however, the Midwest region is also home to top-tier agricultural research and education, with three top-25 global agricultural research and teaching institutions (Michigan State University, the University of Wisconsin, and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). In addition, other universities, such as the University of Michigan, The Ohio State University, and Purdue University, continue to drive and extend agricultural innovation, working to solve global problems by pioneering urban food systems and sustainable global agricultural practices.

Transportation and mobility

Transportation and new-mobility solutions represent a rapidly changing and growing market estimated at $8.1 trillion in 2015 and projected to nearly double that figure by 2024. While the Midwest’s manufacturing economy is diverse, a significant portion of manufacturing is related directly or indirectly to the automobile industry. But as mobility and transportation preferences change, a new market has emerged, not dominated by personal ownership of automobiles but by a “new mobility” landscape. This new sector is defined by multimodal transport and a fast-changing variety of products and service innovations, such as shared-service scooters and ride-sharing applications, all made possible by next-generation IT and business models.
Reflecting the growing trend of farm-to-table experiences and sustainable food systems, small cities and rural regions in the Midwest are harnessing the changing dynamic of global food systems. Decorah, a small city of fewer than 10,000 residents, has developed into a rural foodie hot spot, hosting varied food experiences at everything from local wineries and breweries to “pizza farms,” a component of the farm-to-fork movement.¹ Large breweries such as Toppling Goliath and wineries such as Winneshiek Wildberry Winery tap into a growing interest in organic and local food. Decorah has used these strengths to create a strong tourist culture that features outdoor activities and museums that supplement this food sector–based growth.


Centered on autonomous car technology led regionally by Detroit and Pittsburgh (see sidebar “Driving innovation in the growth sectors of tomorrow: Detroit and southeast Michigan”), the Midwest is at the leading edge of this transition. Automakers are positioning themselves ahead of this shift, becoming nimbler and replicating some of the risk-taking culture of startup regions like Silicon Valley. This growing ecosystem is a positive for the region at large, as new-mobility startups combine software with hardware design, prototyping, manufacturing, and deployment.
Southeast Michigan is moving fast to claim leadership of the multimodal, IT-laced new-mobility sector of tomorrow. Locally developed automakers Ford Motor Company and GM are redefining themselves as transportation solution–based businesses. For example, GM has a strategic investment and partnership with Lyft and launched its own car-sharing service, Maven. New-mobility testing and projects have already come to Michigan, not just from the traditional Big Three automakers but also from technology companies. Alphabet (Google’s parent company) is working with Fiat Chrysler to develop and test autonomous vehicles in Novi, and Uber opened an innovation hub in Wixom to work on self-driving technology with automakers.¹ Emerging innovations are also being pursued by the region’s two national prototyping centers for autonomous vehicles: Mcity at the University of Michigan and the new American Center for Mobility at the former Willow Run bomber facility in Ypsilanti.² The confluence of innovation and new technology development is creating a self-sustaining new-mobility startup business ecosystem, aided by Detroit’s Techstars Mobility Accelerator, which brings startup founders from around the country to cross-pollinate innovations in the Motor City.³ Companies as diverse as Revvo (which makes sensing devices to monitor tire health) to LaneSpotter (a cycling app) are among the startups in the organization’s fourth class of nascent businesses.


Health and bioscience

Healthcare and biosciences are booming sectors of the United States’ economy, consistently creating high-paying jobs and facilitating large amounts of research and development that translate into new products and services. The industry grows in and around healthcare centers, teaching hospitals, medical research complexes, and universities, all of which the Midwest has in abundance. The region has seven of the top 25 research medical schools in the country and 15 of the top 50 (Figure 4). Moreover, in 2019 the University of Michigan, Washington University in St. Louis, and the University of Pittsburgh ranked second, third, and fourth in NIH funding.37

Figure 4: Top-ranked research medical schools in the Midwest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US ranking</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Washington University in St. Louis</td>
<td>Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Mayo Clinic Alix School of Medicine</td>
<td>Minnesota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>University of Pittsburgh</td>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>University of Michigan, Ann Arbor</td>
<td>Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>University of Chicago</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Northwestern University</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Case Western Reserve University</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin–Madison</td>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>The Ohio State University</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>University of Rochester</td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>University of Iowa</td>
<td>Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>University of Cincinnati</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>University of Minnesota</td>
<td>Minnesota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Indiana University</td>
<td>Indiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>University of Illinois at Chicago</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The contribution of these medical research and teaching complexes to local economic development is demonstrated by Rochester’s Mayo Clinic (see sidebar “Driving innovation in the growth sectors of tomorrow: Rochester, Minnesota”), Grand Rapids’ Medical Mile, and the Cleveland Clinic’s collaboration with Case Western Reserve University. In addition, clusters of bioscience, medical parts, and tool design and production companies have helped many older industrial communities, such as Kalamazoo, Michigan (biotech and medical equipment), and Warsaw, Indiana (orthopedics), build or maintain vibrant local economies centered around medical manufacturing.
Located along the banks of the Zumbro River in southeastern Minnesota, Rochester is primarily known for the Mayo Clinic, founded in 1864 by William Worrall Mayo, an immigrant from England who became Rochester’s “country doctor.” The clinic grew exponentially in the 20th century; today it employs 65,000 people, including more than 4,800 doctors and researchers.¹ In 2018–19, U.S. News & World Report ranked the Mayo Clinic as the top hospital in the country.² With more than 2 million patients a year, Mayo contributes to the success of other employers, including the Federal Medical Center Rochester (one of six intensive medical centers for federal inmates in the country) and the local service industry.³ With more than 2,700 employees, IBM is the second-largest employer in the city,⁴ as Rochester has historically been one of its most important research-and-development sites, with some of the fastest supercomputers in the world.⁵ Rochester is regularly ranked as one of the most livable and successful cities in America,⁶ and in 2018 it was ranked as one of the most innovative cities in the country.⁷

Advanced manufacturing

The Midwest has the opportunity to be an innovation and technology creation center that prototypes, develops, and manufactures new products and processes. While not a sector in its own right, advanced manufacturing is a series of improvements to traditional material fabrication that enhances the precision of each component through computer-controlled production. This integration of traditional skilled labor with increased automation has revolutionized the factory floor and labor markets in the past several decades, producing a new set of high-skill, high-wage jobs. Manufacturing continues to become more refined across the Midwest, from robotics in Pittsburgh to Mcity and the American Center for Mobility in southeast Michigan. As innovators look to deliver tangible products into the real world, the Midwest can build on its long-standing know-how and competencies in manufacturing and production to build itself into future supply chains.

While US manufacturing employment has recently steadied to around 8 percent of total US employment after decades of decline, several states and regions in the Midwest still possess greater percentages of manufacturing workers than the national average. According to Forbes, of the top 15 large cities for manufacturing in 2018, several are in the Midwest: the Omaha–Council Bluffs region in Nebraska and Iowa; Louisville, Kentucky; Troy, Michigan; and Grand Rapids, Michigan. Through constant innovation and highly skilled labor, Midwestern manufacturing firms can stay competitive in their traditional industrial homes (see sidebar “Driving innovation in the growth sectors of tomorrow: Rockford, Illinois”).

Challenges in translating innovation into new businesses and jobs

The companies and universities in the region and the tremendous wealth generated by the regional economy have endowed the Midwest with formidable innovation, talent-generation, and wealth-creation assets. Yet despite new interest and activity on the part of investors, the Midwest’s innovation has not spurred as many local new businesses and jobs as expected. Investable ideas and technologies can languish at big companies and universities. While Midwestern universities generate between one-quarter and one-third of the country’s new ideas, technologies, and talent, less than 6 percent of the nation’s total VC investment, which peaked at $84 billion dollars in 2017, is spent in the Midwest.

Promising early-stage companies spawned in the region are too often acquired and encouraged to relocate close to coastal investors, taking the jobs they create with them. Too few newly minted MBAs and budding investment professionals find a home in the region, resulting in a net brain drain. The reality of Midwest venture investing—a vital component to catalyzing economic growth—is that the region’s VC firms are fewer, smaller, and dispersed across a broad geography. This comes at a time when trends in the VC industry are demanding larger funding rounds at every stage of early capital investing, leading to fewer, bigger exits.
Located on the northern fringe of Illinois, Rockford is the state’s largest city outside the immediate orbit of Chicago. Although decades of deindustrialization hit Rockford’s traditional employers hard, a continued commitment to innovation in advanced manufacturing, healthcare, and education has enabled the city’s population to grow while other Midwestern cities have lost population. More than 20 percent of the metro area’s residents now work in advanced manufacturing; a combined 50 percent work in the three sectors of advanced manufacturing, healthcare, and education.¹ Rockford’s globally competitive manufacturers include Collins Aerospace, Fiat Chrysler Automobiles, and Magna International, Inc, and Woodward, Inc,² putting Boone County—one of two counties in the metro area—among the top 50 counties in the country for exports as a percentage of GDP.³ Outside of manufacturing, Rockford is home to UPS’s second-largest air package operation, as well as General Mills, Inc, and Mondelēz International, Inc. Although the metro area has no major universities, it is working toward providing free four-year in-state education to every Rockford high school graduate through an initiative called the Rockford Promise—akin to the Kalamazoo Promise, a higher education scholarship program for Kalamazoo Public Schools graduates in Michigan.⁴

The painful irony is that the Midwest generates a great deal of the talent that drives innovation and the wealth that funds new startups but loses both human and investment capital to larger and denser innovation ecosystems outside the region. Because of the small sizes and relatively modest number of Midwestern VC firms, the Midwest’s wealth does not routinely translate into new jobs and businesses in the region (Figure 5). A 2019 study of some of the region’s leading institutional investors showed that they had collectively invested in 71 VC funds since 2008, but only one of those funds was managed locally.⁵

---


² 2018 Quick Reference Guide.


⁵ A Vital Midwest
This export of much-needed capital, combined with coastal VC investors’ lack of trusted allies in the region, creates a spiraling negative effect. This deficiency crimps the Midwest’s economic transformation, particularly given the potential of VC investment to create a new economic narrative in the Midwest. With six of the 25 largest university endowments and some of the largest and most renowned foundations now putting money into VC funds, the Midwest has substantial local resources that could drive regional VC growth.46

Ironically, Cleveland and Detroit were once entrepreneurial hothouses—the Silicon Valleys of a century ago. While some communities in the Midwest are reclaiming their entrepreneurial roots and spawning new startups, the states of the Midwest are still among the laggards in new entrepreneurial activity in terms of the share of working adults who become entrepreneurs.47

The path forward

The region will benefit from policies and strategies that build on the Midwest’s prodigious corporate presence, public–private research and innovation, university systems, educational skill base, and production capabilities to ensure that capital and talent are available to support business and job growth in emerging sectors in which the region has clear advantages.
State and local policies
To drive innovation in the growth sectors of tomorrow, state and local leadership should focus on three priorities.

Set state and local goals for leadership in emerging sectors
Goals should focus on energy, water access and efficiency, mobility system building, connectivity, healthcare coverage, and prevention solutions. For example, Iowa, as detailed in this report, has made progress toward a state goal for renewable energy production capacity. On the local level, Grand Rapids has set goals for clean energy use, water efficiency, and a reduced carbon footprint by increasing mobility options through expansion of public transit.

Create state investment programs to catalyze private-sector and venture capital investment
State investment dollars should be set aside to commercialize local innovation initiatives such as the new Illinois Growth and Innovation Fund, which will invest $222 million from the state’s investment portfolio in state VC firms. Similarly, Indiana has created a new fund of $250 million from the $3.8 billion raised from the lease of Indiana’s toll roads to multiply investment in local VC funds and promising startup companies.48

Develop private-sector-led local and Midwest regional investment funds
These can include funds that bring additional capital to commercialize innovations and spur new startups and the growth of the innovation ecosystem. Examples include the Renaissance Venture Fund, a Michigan-based fund of funds that invests across the Midwest, and Drive Capital, a relatively new Columbus, Ohio-based venture fund. Additional research by the Brookings Institution has called for a greater regional fund.49

Federal policies
To drive innovation in the growth sectors of tomorrow, federal leadership should focus on two priorities.

Support emerging-sector innovation hubs
Federal investment in research, development, and innovation is needed in the growing sectors of energy, water, food systems, mobility, healthcare, and IT. The deployment of these investments through university-hubbed public–private centers and networks can be catalyzed by the Midwest’s leading network of research universities, as demonstrated by the region’s existing energy and manufacturing innovation hubs.50

Attract capital to Communities in Transition
As part of a new federal place-focused economic development agenda, the federal government can provide favorable tax treatment of private-sector investments in regions and Communities in Transition. An analogue to the current Opportunity Zone investment incentive could define and target broader community-wide or regional geographies undergoing structural economic change.
Along with the widening spread between today’s economic winners and losers, the Midwest is faced with a changing, more diverse demographic profile overlaying the historic divides of race and geography in the region. This mix of changes poses both acute challenges and unique opportunities for the future of the Midwest.

The Midwest’s economic development geography

One of the distinctive attributes of the Midwest is the sheer number of its local governments—a function of the region’s history and a factor in its current economic positioning. The Northwest Ordinance, adopted by Congress in 1787, organized the then-territories of the Midwest into six-by-six-mile townships. As frontier cities and towns grew, they were incorporated into numerous additional municipalities. Today, the states of the Midwest have more local governmental units than most other states. The Midwest is home to seven of the top 10 states for total governmental units, and all but New York are well above the country’s per capita average for governmental units (Figure 6).
The high number of local units is not a problem in and of itself; there are obvious benefits to elected officials knowing the residents they represent well. But this landscape of numerous political decision-making bodies doesn’t serve an economic and demographic geography that has changed dramatically from the 19th century, when life was often self-contained and self-sustaining. Today, with an urbanizing economy and populations congregating in growing metropolitan regions, interdependent municipalities benefit from—even demand—regional organization of transportation, infrastructure, and planning and economic development, among other services. Metropolitan regional communities in the Midwest, fractured into small local governmental units, are often challenged to organize these functions on a broader level.

Balkanized governments and fractured polity

Another defining characteristic of the region is its demographic and racial geography. The sharpest racial divides and most intense segregation in the country are in the older industrial urban regions of the Midwest. Eighteen of the country’s 25 communities with the most severe racial segregation are former industrial cities in the Midwest (Figure 7). This is the result of several forces: the Great Migration and migration from Appalachia to the mills, factories, and machine shops of northern cities; the subsequent flight of white residents from these cities; and the strict housing and educational policies that enforced segregation in northern states.
Alongside multiple independent political jurisdictions, racial balkanization affects the region’s political decision-making and its ability to organize around metropolitan-wide policies and solutions. Segregated communities also challenge the ability of Midwestern leaders to tap into talent and draw racially marginalized populations into the economy.\footnote{Indeed, CityLab’s rankings of the nation’s communities with the highest levels of concentrated economic distress and inequality in opportunity (based on geography) show Midwestern communities among the worst.\footnote{Addressing these deficiencies must be a key feature of meaningful revitalization plans for the region overall. Likewise, any plan for inclusive growth in the region must be responsive to the experiences and expectations of disadvantaged and minority communities, and how these changes affect their livelihood and opportunities for growth (see sidebar “Forging inclusive growth: The Twin Cities of Minneapolis and Saint Paul, Minnesota”).} Addressing these deficiencies must be a key feature of meaningful revitalization plans for the region overall. Likewise, any plan for inclusive growth in the region must be responsive to the experiences and expectations of disadvantaged and minority communities, and how these changes affect their livelihood and opportunities for growth (see sidebar “Forging inclusive growth: The Twin Cities of Minneapolis and Saint Paul, Minnesota”).}
Business, governmental, and community leaders in the Twin Cities have a long record of collaborating to effectively nurture growth by organizing and investing in education, transit, arts and culture, and urban revitalization. Since 1971, investments in quality of life and place were enabled by one of the country’s few successful efforts to share tax revenue across municipalities.¹ Today, the Twin Cities rank at or near the top of the country’s large metro areas on a variety measures, including per capita income, educational attainment, transportation access, quality of government services, and amenities such as parks and bike trails.² But with a strong economy, the current challenge is to foster success for all of the area’s residents—to ensure inclusive growth that benefits marginalized populations. In Minneapolis-Saint Paul, public–private leaders, aided by leading policy innovators at the Center for Economic Inclusion, have created inclusive growth indicators³ and identified a family of effective strategies to implement their initiatives. With large minority refugee resettlement communities, the Twin Cities continue to be at the forefront of inclusive economic growth through active policies and advocacy.⁴

³ Indicators of an Inclusive Regional Economy, Center for Economic Inclusion, 2019, https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5ae221af-96d4558ab105ea0b75c0c63eef1a186b9b3135/1556745339405/CEI-Indicators+Individual+Pages.pdf.
Fiscal distress

A large problem for many of the region’s communities is that state and local tax policies in many Midwestern states have not adapted to a changed economy and population. Many older Midwestern communities have lost residents, lowering property values and tax bases and constraining local municipal revenue-raising opportunities even as state revenue-sharing streams have diminished. These communities still face the costs of a built infrastructure designed for delivering services to larger populations, while still paying generous health and retiree benefits that were promised to municipal workers and retirees during the region’s economic heyday. Compounding the problem are additional dynamics: as demonstrated above, the Midwest has the country’s most segregated communities, where white flight and a concomitant loss of wealth, population, businesses, and the tax base affect numerous cities and towns. Moreover, the upper Midwest was hit hard by the housing market collapse in the Great Recession. Property tax revenues, which are the largest source of revenue for many local governments, are now barely at or in some places still below their pre-recession peak.

Taken together, these forces decrease the odds that any given local unit of government has the right kind of economy and housing market within its boundaries to provide a sustainable tax base. Across the Midwest, similar community dynamics and multiple political jurisdictions mean that many communities are pinched. According to a 2017 municipal finance study by the Pennsylvania Economy League, overall municipal fiscal stress in Pennsylvania accelerated from 1970 to 2014:

“The disturbing drift threatens the ability of all types of municipalities to provide even basic services that keep the communities where we live, work, shop, and go to school safe, well-maintained, and free from crime and blight. It means core municipalities, whose fiscal health has a direct influence on the financial well-being of the surrounding region as centers of commerce, health care, courts, education, and more, are increasingly distressed.”

While the Midwest hosts some of the nation’s most aged and degraded infrastructure, many communities with dwindling tax bases are left to pay the bill for existing services and commitments to former employees. This complicates considerations of investment in the infrastructure and amenities that would help these communities participate in the 21st-century economy that today’s mobile talent expects and demands.

Demographic change

While the Midwest held a dominant position in the economy of the 20th century, in recent decades it has lost population and economic clout to fast-growing Sun Belt and coastal communities. However, these demographic shifts affecting the Midwest are not monolithic. While the region includes two of the states to lose population since 2010 (Illinois and West Virginia), other states, such as Minnesota, Indiana, and Iowa, have experienced relatively strong growth in recent years (Figure 8).
On the metro level, while some Midwestern communities continue to lose population, many have reversed their population brain drain and become talent magnets that support a growing, more diverse knowledge economy. The region includes a handful of the country’s fastest growing metropolitan statistical areas: those experiencing growth above 10 percent since 2010 include Des Moines, Iowa City, and Columbus, Ohio, while others, such as Minneapolis, Indianapolis, Madison, and Grand Rapids have grown between 5 and 10 percent.57

Despite the fact that the Midwest is a top talent producer, graduates from Midwestern colleges and universities often seek employment elsewhere. Overall, most Midwest states still lose more well-educated residents than they attract (Figure 9). Unlike national population magnets on the coasts and in the Sun Belt, Midwest cities that are gaining population often do so at the expense of smaller communities in their state or the broader region, depriving struggling communities of their homegrown talent base.58
The loss of young talent and the legacy of a relatively undereducated workforce mean that the Midwest, on balance, has relatively low levels of state higher education attainment. Only two states in the region, Minnesota and Illinois, boast higher education attainment levels above the national average of 30 percent of residents holding a BA or higher—though this is likely due to the presence of major metro talent hubs in those states (specifically, Minneapolis-Saint Paul and Chicago).59

**Changing demographic profile**

Midwestern communities and states that have lost domestic population and educated talent have still benefited from flows of immigrants to the Midwest, providing an important counterweight to population decline.60
The settlement of the Midwest began more than 150 years ago with immigrants from dozens of (principally) European countries who would eventually power the Midwest’s rise and define its culture and communities. But as the industrial economy of the Midwest restructured, losing the descendants of these initial settlers to other regions of the country, new immigrants have continued to arrive, driving economic renewal in many Midwestern communities.

In fact, in much of the Midwest immigrants are a major—in some cases the only—source of population and new-business growth. From 2000 to 2015, non-native-born populations in Midwest metros grew 34 percent (more than 1 million people) and accounted for 37 percent of all population growth in the Midwest. From Racine and Janesville, Wisconsin, in the west to Akron, Ohio, and Erie, Pennsylvania, in the east, growth in immigrant populations has offset slowing growth and decline of the native-born population. Immigrants in the Midwest contribute to local economic growth and job creation, transform neighborhoods, and provide the new workers of all skill levels needed to revitalize local economies—from doctors and STEM professionals to agricultural and meat-packing workers.

While the Midwest has long been a gateway for migration, the immigrants of the past few decades are increasingly people of color from Asia, Africa, and Latin America (see sidebar “Forging inclusive growth: Troy, Michigan”). Some analysts argue that this ethno-racial aspect of immigration has contributed to anxiety and fear about a changing society and culture. The current US administration perpetuates this narrative with stereotypes, generalizations, and accusations. While many communities in the Midwest have high percentages of immigrants today, fear of changing national demographics is often greatest in Midwest communities that have yet to experience dramatic immigrant inflows and demographic change. As a changing population affects local, state, and regional politics, it is more important than ever for citizens and leaders to recognize and reaffirm a commitment to welcome new immigrants. To accelerate economic and population growth in more communities, the Midwest must work to welcome new immigrants who seek the same freedoms and opportunities as prior generations.

More broadly, while growth spots and talent magnets are emerging among the region’s communities, the Midwest overall must animate strategies and create conditions that attract the workers of tomorrow. According to the Urban Institute, as the native population ages, regional labor-force growth will slow to about zero as retirements increase and out-migration continues. Absent changes in these dynamics, retirement of older workers and out-migration of those in their 20s and 30s could further reduce the size of the labor force in coming years.

To accelerate economic and population growth in more communities, the Midwest must work to welcome new immigrants who seek the same freedoms and opportunities as prior generations.
A thriving small city in the economically vibrant suburbs north of Detroit, Troy has the highest foreign-born population of any community in Michigan (more than 29 percent of all residents).¹ Most are of Indian or Iraqi descent, and many are highly educated. Troy also has the highest number of refugees in Michigan, with strong representation from South Asia and the Middle East, and residents speak 86 different languages. This diversity serves as a testament to Troy’s welcoming and integrative policies, as well as support organizations such as Samaritas, which assists refugees from Iraq and Syria in resettlement. Other factors make Troy a destination city for immigrant families, such as a top-notch school system and Troy’s status as the safest city in Michigan.² The city’s young people, whether first-generation immigrants or long-time Michiganders, benefit from growing up and attending classes with students from different backgrounds.³

The path forward

Policymakers must model and spread effective region-wide strategies that foster more broadly shared and inclusive economic growth in Midwest communities that are the most balkanized by race and income disparities.

State and local policies

For public- and private-sector leaders at the state and local levels, a number of important priorities for action emerge:

Support effective community-driven workforce strategies

Leaders can support and facilitate workforce strategies such as neighborhood employment hubs\(^{55}\) and employer resource networks\(^{56}\) to enhance employer-worker connections, training, promotion, and retention. They can also propose economic development planning in collaboration with the federal government and infrastructure funding that rewards collaborative, community-driven inclusive growth strategies.

Reward investments in minority business development

State policies can target development in economically struggling geographies and neighborhoods by offering additional incentives for investment in minority business development.

Create indicators and set goals for inclusive growth

Public and private leaders can model and implement effective strategies for inclusive economic development and growth as seen in metro-wide, city- and business-led coalition initiatives such as those in Minneapolis-Saint Paul\(^{57}\) and Cleveland.\(^{58}\)

Implement policies to welcome immigrants

Leaders should help immigrants integrate into local communities by supporting communities committed to formally welcoming immigrants through programs such as the Welcoming America Network.\(^{59}\) They should also provide resources for programming such as English Language Learner (ELL) education, immigrant entrepreneur development, and international student support and retention initiatives.

Federal policies

At the federal level, opportunities to support inclusive metropolitan growth strategies include:

Advocate for federal-regional economic development planning and infrastructure funding

Federal economic development planning for the Midwest should center on policies that reward collaborative, community-driven, inclusive growth strategies while working in conjunction with regional development goals set by state and local policymakers.

Support Communities in Transition and Heartland Visas

Leaders should support federal immigration policies that provide greater access to newly designated Communities in Transition for high-skill immigrants, refugees, entrepreneurs, and guest workers, and that provide paths to citizenship for DREAMers. For example, leaders should advance the Heartland Visa as proposed by the Economic Innovation Group.\(^{70}\)
The Midwest’s robust network of higher education institutions has been a cornerstone of the region’s talent pool for generations. As automation, the gig economy, and other forces change workforce requirements, the Midwest workforce faces significant disruption. Furthermore, the worker safety-net system—a system built in the region that flourished after World War II—is disintegrating, limiting the chances of success for populations that have struggled to adapt.

Talent and skill-building base

With today’s knowledge economy rewarding the most talented and best educated, the Midwest’s expansive network of talent-building institutions, from leading universities to hundreds of private and public colleges and large-scale community colleges, endows the region with unique advantages in this new economy. The Midwest is home to thousands of accredited higher education institutions, helping the region produce talent across a range of disciplines. While the Midwest accounts for only 22.6 percent of the US population, it grants a significant share of US postsecondary degrees across disciplines, including 25.2 percent of US bachelor’s degrees, 26 percent of STEM degrees, and 24.2 percent of all higher-education degrees awarded nationally (Figure 10).
University and college communities benefit directly from the human talent that clusters in and around schools, as cities and towns with high levels of educational attainment often possess high and rising incomes (Figure 11).

Figure 11: Share of county population over the age of 25 with bachelor’s degree or higher

Source: Brookings Institution

Note: Data include the states of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Minnesota, Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin.
Source: National Center for Education Statistics; US Census Bureau
Research and learning institutions have been major contributors to impressive economic success—and often economic revival—in communities such as Minneapolis-Saint Paul (University of Minnesota), Madison (University of Wisconsin), Cleveland (Cleveland State University and Case Western Reserve University), Columbus (The Ohio State University), and Pittsburgh (University of Pittsburgh and Carnegie Mellon University). Colleges and universities also help drive a more dynamic local economy in many small and midsize communities such as Iowa City (University of Iowa), Champaign-Urbana (University of Illinois), Toledo, Ohio (University of Toledo), South Bend, Indiana (University of Notre Dame), West Lafayette, Indiana (Purdue University), and State College, Pennsylvania (Pennsylvania State University).² (See sidebar “Building and investing in talent: State College, Pennsylvania.”)

**BUILDING AND INVESTING IN TALENT**

**STATE COLLEGE**

Pennsylvania

Nestled in the heart of central Pennsylvania, State College is home to Pennsylvania State University, a public institution serving more than 45,000 students. Known for leading-edge research and a historic athletics program, Penn State is the engine of a thriving local economy. Students and employees drive new commercial and residential development; Centre County has the third-most new building permits of any county in Pennsylvania.¹ State College also ranks in *Entrepreneur*’s list of top-10 US cities for launching a business.² Known as “Happy Valley” and “Lion Country,” the region is home to events such as THON, a 46-hour dance marathon, and athletic events such as Blue-White Football Weekend. Each July, the five-day Central Pennsylvania Festival of the Arts draws more than 125,000 visitors.³ Despite the rapid growth of the university, State College has maintained its urban mobility and quality of life: the metro area has the third highest rate of citizens who walk to work in the country (8.5 percent).⁴


Leading state university systems—flagship campuses and beyond—are central to attracting and preparing talent, and they act as anchors for new-business growth and economic development in many of the region’s historic industrial cities. Examples of these schools include the University of Minnesota Duluth, the University of Wisconsin–Eau Claire, Northern Michigan University in Marquette, and the State University of New York at Buffalo. However, this formidable talent-generation capability must be harnessed to benefit more of the region’s residents within and outside of these university communities.

**New education and skills needed for adaptation**

The Midwest’s strong university network sits alongside a changed economic reality: for several generations, many of the Midwest’s workers and newcomers were able to find jobs that did not require education beyond a high school diploma. During good times, high school graduates went right to work; during the inevitable downturns in highly cyclical industries, many began coursework at a community college but returned to work before finishing a degree or credential. Indeed, one of the many legacies of the Midwest’s leadership in the industrial economy—sadly ironic for a region that educates so many to higher levels—is the region’s higher share of workers with a high school diploma or less who do not possess the economic benefits and security of a postsecondary education certificate or degree. Thirty-one percent of workers across nine Midwest states—as high as 36 percent in Pennsylvania and 34 percent in Indiana and Ohio—have only a high school diploma, compared with a national average of 28 percent (Figure 12). Since 2011, the US economy has added 11.5 million jobs that require education beyond high school, but only 80,000 jobs that require a high school diploma or less (see sidebar “Building and investing in talent: Kalamazoo, Michigan”).

*Leading state university systems are central to attracting and preparing talent, acting as anchors for new-business growth and economic development.*
Figure 12: **Below-average rates of postsecondary attainment**

**Share of adults over the age of 25 by educational attainment, 2016, %**

- **No high school diploma**
- **High school diploma or GED**
- **Some college, no degree**
- **Associate’s degree or higher**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>No high school diploma</th>
<th>High school diploma or GED</th>
<th>Some college, no degree</th>
<th>Associate’s degree or higher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Figures may not sum to 100 due to rounding.*

*Source: US Census Bureau*
Once powered by paper mills that turned the Kalamazoo River into a Superfund site, Kalamazoo has become a strong example of a once-struggling, midsize Midwestern industrial city that successfully reversed industrial decline and outmigration. Fifteen years ago, a multifaceted economic development strategy changed the city’s prospects after the shuttering of anchor employers Pfizer Inc and the Upjohn Company. This new strategy centered on educational investment and talent retention. Most famously and effectively, anonymous benefactors initiated the Kalamazoo Promise, which guarantees free public higher education anywhere in Michigan to full (K–12) graduates of the Kalamazoo Public Schools. The Promise marked the community as one that values education and reversed a decades-long trend of exodus. Since its inception, the Kalamazoo Promise has awarded scholarships to more than 4,000 students and has boosted both enrollment and educational outcomes in the city’s public schools.¹ Public and private leaders have enticed locally developed talent to stay in Kalamazoo by fueling the creation of upstart biotech firms. A revamped, more walkable downtown district features entertainment, arts, and craft breweries, appealing to a local population with a median age of 26.² Even former employers such as Pfizer plan to return to take advantage of the local talent surplus; a new Pfizer facility expansion will create 450 jobs by 2024.


Former workers in blue-collar industries now face an economy that demands greater skills and technical training beyond high school. Beginning 40 years ago, under competitive pressures to cut costs and improve quality, companies in many sectors began to dramatically restructure their business models and rely on greater automation of production, leading to the loss of many high-paying, low-skill jobs in Midwest communities. In the auto industry, for example, an engine plant might be staffed by only 400 people today versus 4,000 a generation ago. Where once five workers bolted fenders on the auto-assembly line, now one worker may program and monitor robots to do that same work. Over the past decade, the threat posed to these less-skilled laborer
positions, such as food preparation and assembly line work, has accelerated as the need for digital skills in work increases; hosts of occupations are now being done by computers and robots. In fact, the greatest concentration of robots doing jobs formerly occupied by humans is in the manufacturing industries of the region, with the Midwest already using half of all industrial robots in this country (Figure 13).

**Figure 13: Number of robots by metropolitan statistical area**

*Number and incidence of industrial robots (per thousand workers) by metropolitan statistical area, 2015*

Note: Robot incidence reflects private employment only.
Source: Brookings Institution analysis of International Federation of Robotics data

Positions working with and alongside these robots and computers often require different skills and a higher level of education and training. A recent analysis by the consulting firm McKinsey & Company suggests that innovation and economic growth will create many new jobs, and that 8 to 9 percent of global labor demand in 2030 will be in occupations requiring combinations of skills that have not existed before:

“Seventy-five million to 375 million workers may need to switch occupational categories and learn new skills . . . For advanced economies, the share of the workforce that may need to learn new skills and find work in new occupations is much higher: up to one-third of the 2030 workforce in the United States and Germany, and nearly half in Japan.”
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Figure 14 illustrates the share of Midwestern states with employment in occupations with a high risk of automation and occupational dislocation. This concentration of specific employment patterns means that Midwestern communities and states will continue to face these challenges in the coming decades.

The challenges posed by automation will only be exacerbated as the Midwest continues to age in the absence of significant inflows of young, technically trained talent. Compounding these issues is the accelerating national trend away from long-term, stable, full-time positions and toward contingent, alternative work arrangements—codified as contract work, or the gig economy. Increasingly, individuals (not employers) must identify the skills and credentials they need to navigate a changing employment environment. Absent aggressive upskilling policies for the current adult worker population, economic divides colored by age, race, and education attainment levels are likely to worsen.

Figure 14: Workers in automation-exposed occupations

United States vs. Midwest, %

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>High risk</th>
<th>Medium risk</th>
<th>Low risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation and material moving</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

United States

Midwest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>High risk</th>
<th>Medium risk</th>
<th>Low risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation and material moving</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: John Austin analysis of US Bureau of Labor Statistics occupational codes and employment projections
Dated employment compact

The decline of the labor-intensive, manufacturing-based economy in the Midwest did more than depress incomes and constrain opportunity for low-skilled workers. It also frayed much of the employment-based, worker safety net that was developed after the World War II.

In the mid-20th century, Midwestern companies and their unions negotiated economic policies that became the foundation for US postwar prosperity, opportunity, and economic security. The 1950 General Motors–United Auto Workers contract, dubbed the “Treaty of Detroit,” led to a new social compact that guaranteed labor peace for companies and cost-of-living wage increases for workers. Under this system, companies provided employees with key benefits such as pensions and health insurance. Supplementing this, unemployment insurance policies worked well in a cyclical economy in which skills were similar across manufacturing industries and layoffs were periodic but temporary.

The percentage of Americans covered by private pensions increased five-fold from 1940 to 1960 to cover 30 percent of the labor force. As part of World War II wage controls, the federal government made health benefits fully deductible for companies and tax-exempt for individuals; as a result, employer-provided health insurance coverage became the standard, growing from covering 10 percent of workers in 1940 to 80 percent in 1964. This development was not confined to the private sector, either. Public-sector employers replicated the private sector’s negotiated agreements. Leading the charge was Wisconsin, which by the early 1950s had created a statewide pension system for public employees.

Yet by the 1970s, the rebuilt economies of Western European countries, Japan, and other global competitors began to challenge US manufacturing dominance and its employment-based safety net. Employers not only shuttered inefficient factories and moved production to cheaper geographies, both domestic and abroad, but also pushed costs and risks onto employees and suppliers. Between 2000 and 2010, employment in manufacturing dropped 35 percent across six Midwestern states, eliminating 1.6 million jobs.

This shift devastated employer-provided benefits and shredded the safety net for workers and their families. Since this development, pension plans provided through private companies have all but disappeared: in just 19 years, the number of Fortune 500 firms offering pension plans dropped from nearly 60 percent in 1998 to 16 percent in 2017. In many cases, pensions were replaced by 401(k) retirement plans that place the onus for saving on the worker, not the company. Exacerbating the problem, it became harder to qualify for unemployment insurance; by 2015, only 27 percent of all unemployed workers qualified and received benefits, the lowest in 40 years.

Today, employer-based systems of healthcare benefits, pensions, and unemployment insurance serve fewer workers than in previous decades. Moreover, what remains of the safety net has become ineffective protection for workers in today’s dynamic economy, leaving too many out and crimping personal mobility and innovation. For many communities in the Midwest to recover and compete, public and private leaders must rethink the worker-retraining and safety-net system for an economy of contingent work, automation, and demands for higher skills (see sidebar “Building and investing in talent: Georgetown, Kentucky”).
A small city of around 35,000 people located in northern Kentucky, Georgetown was transformed in 1985 when Toyota selected it for the company’s first manufacturing center in the United States. Since then, the Toyota plant has produced more than 11 million cars and has become the company’s largest vehicle plant.¹ The city has nearly doubled in size since 2000, with a median household income 32 percent higher than that of the rest of the state.² Toyota and other advanced manufacturers chose Georgetown in part because of an organized commitment to train the technical workforce needed for the industry. Bluegrass Community & Technical College has educated more than 10,000 students across seven campuses, including at its Advanced Manufacturing Center, which offers programs in advanced manufacturing technology, electrical technology, and industrial maintenance technology. The program is supported by the Kentucky Federation for Advanced Manufacturing Education, a partnership of regional manufacturers (including Toyota and many of its suppliers) that provides students with a five-semester paid work and school experience that results in a full-time job, an associate’s degree in applied science, and little to no college debt.³ Students can also continue their degrees at four-year institutions such as the University of Kentucky College of Engineering, where 74 percent of students participate in educational co-ops with an average hourly wage of $20.⁴


The path forward

Policymakers must further develop and implement strategies, policies, and programs that raise the bar for skill building and educational attainment among emerging and current workers. They must also support policies that harness the talents of a more diverse workforce, including policies that
rework the personal and family economic safety-net and worker-adjustment system built for the industrial era into one that supports adaptation and transition in a changing economy.

**State and local policies**
State and local leadership should pursue three objectives to build and invest in Midwest talent.

*Set state- and community-based goals for talent attainment*
Leaders should prioritize postsecondary credentialing and organize policy priorities and strategies to meet goals. Examples include Tennessee’s governor-led Drive to 55, Minnesota’s legislatively mandated goal of 70 percent of adults aged 25 to 44 with a higher education credential by 2025,82 Strive Together Cincinnati, Quad Cities Goal 2025, and similar foundation-supported community partnerships.83

*Make college more affordable across the region*
State policies should enable tuition reciprocity for public colleges and universities in the Midwest. This can be supplemented with the creation of a common market for higher education that takes advantage of the rich backbone of Midwestern learning institutions and works to keep high-skilled Midwestern talent local.

*Expand eligibility for and access to unemployment insurance*
States should ensure that more nontraditional workers are covered by unemployment insurance by expanding allowable uses of unemployment resources to support retraining, credentialing, and labor mobility.

**Federal policies**
To encourage building and investing in talent, federal policymakers should focus on three priorities:

*Pass a “GI Bill for Workers”*
To enable states to provide a financial guarantee for postsecondary credentialing for the existing workforce, federal policymakers should break down funding stream silos and expand the allowable use of resources such as federal workforce and trade adjustment funds and aid to families. Federal policymakers should also facilitate worker access to lifetime career-loan accounts, tied to future income potential, to pay for retraining.84

*Implement portable pensions and healthcare*
Federal leaders can create incentives for states to develop public–private, portable pension, savings, and healthcare programs to help workers adjust to new employment realities and lessen the inequities between full-time and part-time or intermittent workers.

*Offer community-based free college*
The federal government can catalyze community-based education-funding programs similar to the Kalamazoo Promise by creating a federal investment-matching program to help communities develop their own initiatives that guarantee resources for students to achieve postsecondary credentialing.
The Midwest has long been characterized by a globalized population and identity. While Sun Belt and coastal communities have experienced strong economic growth, the Midwest is still a sizable global economic player, with many internationally engaged and competitive companies, universities, and communities—whose engagement with the world and economic footprint can be enhanced.

As the region’s economy grew, it became a mecca for workers and families seeking a better life, in turn creating a multiethnic and multiracial polity. Where once most immigrants were white and European, today Latinos, Asians, Africans, and multiracial Americans continue to transform the region’s demographic landscape. Collectively, immigrants are responsible for 37 percent of Midwest metro population growth over the past 15 years, and in many Midwestern communities immigrants are the only source of population and new-business growth.

The Midwest is also a top destination for international students; students from abroad account for nearly 20 percent of enrollment at some colleges and universities. Yet in recent years anti-immigrant federal policy has chilled this trend. A recent survey by the Institute of International Education found that 57 percent of higher education institutions report that feeling unwelcome in the United States and the overall social and political environment are contributing to declines in the number of international students at US colleges.

The region’s broader social and cultural infrastructure for global engagement also includes significant research activity, networks, and talent developed through the region’s university base. Much of this work includes partnerships with researchers and companies working on international challenges.
This globally connected population and mind-set are of vital importance to not only the Midwest cultural fabric but also its leadership on global issues and economic prosperity. There is also evidence that participating in global networks and production at the community level correlates with local economic prosperity. For example, relatively economically prosperous Midwest communities are far more likely to be committed to tackling climate change (see sidebar “Enhancing global engagement: Grand Rapids, Michigan”).

2 Renn, “Manufacturing a Comeback.”
Strong economic engagement

The Midwest still has a sizable economic footprint: eight Midwestern states are among the top 25 US states by GDP, and nine collectively deliver just over 21 percent of US economic output.91 If the region were a country, it would be the world’s fourth largest by GDP, trailing only China, the United States, and Japan—and ahead of large global players such as Germany and Brazil.92 The Midwest also boasts a critical mass of the country’s leading and iconic corporations. These include companies such as Ford Motor Company, Caterpillar Inc, United Airlines Inc, Archer Daniels Midland Company, Dow Chemical Company, Eli Lilly and Company, the Boeing Company, the Procter & Gamble Company, and the 3M Company.

Beyond its sheer size, the Midwest economy supports many jobs and significant business growth through trade and participation in global markets. The Midwest accounts for nearly 21 percent of total US goods exports.93 Trade is critical to manufacturing producers in the region, benefiting consumers and workers alike: recent data highlight a wage premium in export-intensive industries in both goods (16.3 percent) and services (15.8 percent), with larger margins for blue-collar work.94 Although much of the export traffic through major hubs such as Chicago O'Hare International Airport and to Canada via the Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Airport can distort top-line figures, it is a boon for the Midwest that Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, and Illinois are in the top 10 states for exports, with Indiana at number 12 (see sidebar “Enhancing global engagement: Columbus, Indiana”).95

Furthermore, many local economies already rely on global markets and trade. Key exports include everything from autos and auto parts, petroleum, aircraft engines, farm equipment, pharmaceuticals, and medical equipment to corn, soybeans, cherries, beef, and pork.96 And Midwest communities are particularly sensitive to disruptions in trade.97 Of the 17 percent of Midwest counties that generate a high level of exports compared to the regional average, more than half possess higher-than-average incomes compared with their peers.98

However, the region’s trade is not globally distributed. North American neighbors Mexico and Canada are tightly connected to Midwest supply chains: of the total US exports to Canada and Mexico, the nine primary Midwestern states account for 36.3 percent and 18.7 percent of all exports to these countries, respectively.99 Indeed, it is important to understand that the common model of trade—Country A exports a good to Country B, which imports the good—does not fit with today’s supply-chain linkages. In the Midwest, as elsewhere, companies and factory floors are only components of highly specialized supply and value chains in many sectors. Half of all North American trade consists of intermediate inputs, or goods, materials, and components of an end product.100 Companies import and then modify or partially assemble these products, often re-exporting them for further modification or final assembly.

Foreign direct investment (FDI) also plays an important role in creating jobs in the region. Several Midwest states are reliant on international companies for a significant percentage of local employment.101 In Ohio, for example, 54 percent of all FDI-supported jobs are in manufacturing, and wages due to FDI are 26 percent higher than the US average.102
Forty miles south of Indianapolis, this small city has maintained a healthy economy, in part, because of a longstanding commitment to innovation by local employer Cummins Inc. The Fortune 500 company designs and produces engines and related equipment, and it is a continuous leader in clean technology—helping Columbus reach a median income 13.6 percent higher than that of the rest of the state.¹ In 2015, Columbus was ranked first nationally among metro areas for its share of GDP from exports, which accounted for more than 50 percent of the city’s GDP.² Columbus is also home to buildings and public sculptures by world-renowned architects such as I. M. Pei, Eero Saarinen, and Robert Venturi. The city’s world-class architecture—the origin of the city’s nickname, Athens on the Prairie—has bolstered tourism and supplemented the economy beyond its globally engaged companies.


**COLUMBUS**

Indiana

Midwestern views of trade

Midwesterners, often portrayed in the national discourse as opposed to global trade and sensitive to its impact,³⁴ recognize that trade brings economic strength. According to recent surveys, a plurality of Midwesterners believe trade is a benefit to their communities and that trade conflict damages economic well-being.⁴ Recently, the nonpartisan group Listening for America conducted focus groups in the Midwest and found that Midwesterners support policies that grow exports to foreign markets and appreciate the value of affordable imports.⁵

The Chicago Council Survey has recorded similar sentiment, with some variance by education level. A majority of Americans (56 percent) believe international trade is a greater threat to jobs
than automation, though antitrade sentiment resonates among workers in jobs requiring only a postsecondary education—the jobs most at risk of dislocation due to technological change. Midwesterners are in line with national respondents, with 57 percent pointing to trade as the primary threat, not automation. Nevertheless, 50 percent of Midwesterners still favor agreements to lower trade barriers, provided they are tied to assistance that helps transition workers who lose their jobs as a result of this trade liberalization (Figure 15).

**Figure 15: Attitudes toward lowering trade barriers**

Which of the following three positions comes closest to your point of view about lowering trade barriers, such as tariffs, %

- **I favor agreements to lower trade barriers provided the government has programs to help workers who lose their jobs**
  - General public (n = 2,020): 51%
  - Midwesterners (n = 900): 50%
  - Midwesterners without postsecondary education (n = 313): 50%
  - Non-Midwesterners without postsecondary education (n = 647): 50%

- **I favor agreements to lower trade barriers, but I oppose government programs to help workers who lose their jobs**
  - General public (n = 2,020): 12%
  - Midwesterners (n = 900): 11%
  - Midwesterners without postsecondary education (n = 313): 10%
  - Non-Midwesterners without postsecondary education (n = 647): 10%

- **I oppose agreements to lower trade barriers**
  - General public (n = 2,020): 32%
  - Midwesterners (n = 900): 41%
  - Midwesterners without postsecondary education (n = 313): 41%
  - Non-Midwesterners without postsecondary education (n = 647): 31%

Source: 2017 Chicago Council Survey

**The path forward**

To enhance the Midwest’s economic footprint and engagement in global problems and supply chains, a number of important priorities emerge for public- and private-sector leaders at the state, local, and federal levels.

**State and local policies**

To develop policies and practices that accelerate economic, social, and cultural engagement and interconnections with the world, state and local leadership should focus on two priorities.
**Set the bar higher for green initiatives**
Governors in the Midwest should commit their states to leadership in sustainability by setting ambitious but attainable goals for producing 90 percent of energy from renewable sources, ending subsidies to coal and nuclear power companies, and continuing to reduce energy demand through efficiency regulations and goals. This can be completed through active policies to promote the Paris Agreement agenda and other global sustainability goals.

**Advocate for responsible global and local trade policies**
State and local leadership represents an important voice in supporting federal trade policies to develop a predictable, level playing field and ensure opportunity for exports and fairly traded imports. Likewise, advocacy for local and state trade policy should not be left exclusively to affected business sectors. Leaders can also organize community networks to enhance exports, such as the CenterState New York Export Plan.¹⁰⁷

**Federal policies**
To develop policies and practices that accelerate economic, social, and cultural engagement and interconnections with the world, federal leadership should focus on two priorities.

**Open doors and create a level playing field**
Federal trade policy should create a stable, predictable environment; open markets; and secure opportunities for exports, while ensuring a steady supply of fairly traded imports. This includes more aggressive and complementary policies to help workers adjust to trade dislocations.

**Set the bar for green leadership**
Set a nationwide goal of 90 percent clean energy by 2050 and recommit the federal government to global agreements to reduce carbon emissions and greenhouse gases. Such a federal commitment will drive Midwest-based clean energy innovation, new technology development, and business and job growth.
The Midwest’s unique economic development geography places it at the crossroads of trade and commerce in North America. No other region has as much rail traffic as the Midwest. The intermodal capabilities in Buffalo, Chicago, the Twin Cities, and many other city and regional hubs provide unique opportunities for the Midwest to harness its location in supply chains for a globalized world. Harnessing the potential of this advantageous siting is key for the future growth and success of the Midwest.

Modernizing infrastructures and differential access to important new infrastructures

In an interdependent global marketplace, “winning” communities have global reach, with infrastructure that supports global connectivity. While the Midwest is home to many globally engaged producers, businesses, and universities, it lags behind in infrastructure to support global commerce, such as highly connected air hubs. Only four of the nation’s 25 most connected airports are in the region (one each in Detroit and Minneapolis and two in Chicago).108

The Midwest laid impressive networks of rail, roads, bridges, and sewers during the 20th century, but today that network is in bad shape. Although some cities are turning a corner (see sidebar “Remaking infrastructure: Cleveland, Ohio”), an analysis by the American Society of Civil Engineers on state-level costs to repair infrastructure (inclusive of structurally deficient bridges, high-hazard dams, drinking-water systems, public parks, roads, schools, and wastewater systems) found that the United States overall must spend about $1.62 trillion to update dangerous and aging infrastructure. Approximately $421 billion (26 percent) of those costs are faced by only nine Midwest states. This
equates to approximately $5,646 per person in repair costs in those states, nearly 14 percent higher than the national average of $4,753 (Figure 16). In Iowa, repair costs are as high as $10,125 per person.

Figure 16: Expensive Midwest infrastructure needs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Infrastructure costs per capita, $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>5,646.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Midwest</td>
<td>4,753.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>4,663.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>4,446.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>10,125.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>4,488.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>5,352.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>9,396.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>4,429.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>5,321.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>8,233.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: 2017 Infrastructure Report Card, American Society of Civil Engineers, 2017

Furthermore, in today's data-driven, wired global economy, access to high-speed Internet is a fundamental precondition for businesses to grow and individuals to participate in the economy. To this end, extending high-speed internet infrastructure is a particularly critical component of stitching smaller communities into the global economy (see sidebar “Remaking infrastructure: Valparaiso, Indiana”). Across all 12 states in the greater Midwest, only 305 of 1,041 counties (29 percent) meet or exceed the national average share of the population with access to fixed broadband or mobile LTE internet. Moreover, in 162 counties (15.5 percent), less than half of the population has access to broadband internet or LTE.

While most Midwest communities without high-speed internet access are rural, even some of the region's bigger metro communities—where economic growth is more likely to accelerate—are crimped by weak cyberinfrastructure. In those same nine states, 193 counties (18.5 percent) with below-average internet access are part of larger urban metros.

However, communities with special quality-of-life assets can become attractive to year-round residents and businesses if cyberconnectivity allows businesses to operate globally. A good example of this is Marquette, Michigan, where Northern Michigan University and partners have extended broadband access to Marquette and other rural Upper Peninsula communities, making work, learning, and new business development possible in this relatively remote location.
A symbol of blue-collar prosperity from a bygone era, Cleveland has seen the beginnings of an economic renewal, in part, because of its significant investment in public transit. Cleveland’s HealthLine bus rapid transit system was completed in 2008, replacing a traditional bus system and connecting the city’s two largest employment centers—downtown and University Circle, five miles apart—along Euclid Avenue.¹ Running 24 hours a day via 36 stations, HealthLine was designed to closely resemble a fixed-rail system and reduces end-to-end travel time from 40 minutes to 28.² It currently serves more than 4 million customers per year.³ Development along the 7.1-mile transit corridor has been robust. The number of jobs along Euclid Avenue has doubled, fueling a demand for consumption that has been answered with hip restaurants, retail outlets, and cultural venues.⁴ The initial $200 million investment has yielded over $9.5 billion in development to date.⁵ With a return of $190 for each transit dollar invested, the return on investment for Cleveland’s bus rapid transit project is the highest for any public transit project in the nation.⁶

---

The cost of improving physical infrastructure and expanding connectivity access is daunting. Both public and private financing mechanisms are needed to power growth in a region with a disproportionate share of the nation’s infrastructure challenges. As communities struggle to respond—many of them facing the additional burdens of diminished local municipal revenues and cuts in state support—a meaningful federal solution is essential.

Located on the outskirts of the Chicago metropolitan region, the community of Valparaiso has proactively developed its infrastructure capabilities over the past decade. In 2014, after a local business’s efforts to expand were thwarted by a lack of high-speed internet infrastructure, city leadership began laying the foundation that would eventually become a dark-fiber network known as ValpoNet.¹ Launched in May 2018, ValpoNet provides a foundation for new-business growth through a backup network and greater connectivity. This in turn has attracted significant private-sector investment, as the dark-fiber network allows multiple internet service providers to operate on the same infrastructure, enhancing competition among providers and offering additional subscription services for businesses.² Valparaiso has also been actively upgrading its traditional infrastructure, providing quality public transportation and an intracity bus line to connect the city with Chicago and South Bend.³

The path forward

Federal, state, and local leadership should prioritize policies and public–private financing strategies that modernize the Midwest’s infrastructure, including water, transportation and logistics, and high-speed internet access to provide a platform for enhanced and broadly shared economic growth. The state/local and federal levels both have one clear policy priority.

State and local policy: Support multiple infrastructure development modalities
Leaders should develop multimodal transportation infrastructure development plans—including plans for roads, rail, bike paths, mass transit, and high-speed internet—as well as enhancing water infrastructure and efficiency and facilitating multimodal transportation usage. Goals can focus on more efficient, sustainable, and innovative community infrastructure, such as Grand Rapids 2030.112

Federal policy: Revise infrastructure policy and increase federal funding
Infrastructure modernization requires additional federal resources, with financing flexibility to support multimodal and multidimensional infrastructure priorities at the state and local levels.
The Midwest possesses place-based assets that can underpin new economic growth. Cradled by the Great Lakes and the Mississippi and Ohio River Valleys, the region boasts an abundance of woods and waters and is dotted with historic communities rich in history and culture that are valuable foundations for economic growth.

But there is much work to do to polish the Midwest’s assets and clean up the pollution, brownfields, and fouled waters left behind by years of industrialization. The long-standing legacy of multiple local governments, developed to ensure direct access to government, now inhibits communities from organizing around the collective solutions that are needed to compete globally.

Natural assets
For the Midwest to attract highly mobile talent with options to live elsewhere, connecting communities to nearby natural assets is key. Fortunately, the region is endowed with lush natural resources. Its landscape is replete with thousands of acres of verdant farmland, orchards, and forests. It also has a well-developed park system, complete with water trails and green belts, and a history of conservation that now offers access to the region’s forests, streams, lakes, and woodlands. Indeed, seven of the country’s 25 top state parks are in the Midwest. These natural assets can be a key fulcrum for economic growth and development built on quality of life and place if access to the outdoors is guaranteed (see sidebar “Harnessing place-based assets: Eau Claire, Wisconsin”).
As other regions deal with climate change–induced droughts, intense weather events, and unsustainable costs of providing water and energy to fast-growing populations, many organizations are recalculating their economic risks, affecting development patterns and location decisions. One of the Midwest's greatest natural assets is the Great Lakes, an increasingly important resource for economic renewal in America's interior. The Great Lakes include one-fifth of the world's fresh water and 10,000 miles of freshwater coastline, along with scenic and recreation areas that rival any of America's other coasts. And the Great Lakes are a gateway to the region's many other lakes, waterways, resort communities, and outdoor recreation areas. Especially as other regions face serious water-scarcity issues, the Great Lakes are a tremendous asset for the Midwest to bolster and showcase.

Situated just over an hour's commute from the Twin Cities, Eau Claire is a former forestry industry town nestled at the confluence of two rivers with beautiful topographic features. In addition to a large University of Wisconsin campus, the Eau Claire region is home to an outpost of the Mayo Clinic, which employs 3,600 people; Jamf, which employs hundreds and produces software for Apple; and Cray Inc in nearby Chippewa Falls. The city also hosts large music festivals, including Eaux Claires, and boasts a vibrant downtown that recently opened a new concert, arts, and classroom center. In fact, the Pablo Center at the Confluence, the result of a public–private partnership, has already spurred $120 million in nearby investment. Even the old Uniroyal tire plant, which employed thousands before it closed in the early 1990s, is now a business incubator that supports 500 jobs.

Cleanup challenges

Heavy industry along the Great Lakes’ shores and the region’s rivers tarnished much of the Midwest’s natural landscape for generations. Shuttered waterside factories, plants, and port facilities left a legacy of brownfields, abandoned industrial sites, and toxic waterways. Fixing these problems is crucial to the region’s economic growth. Nine Midwestern states (Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin) contain more than 36 percent of all federal brownfield sites, or approximately 6.32 brownfield sites per 100,000 residents (and as high as 13 per 100,000 in Michigan), compared with a national average of only 3.99 brownfields per 100,000 people.\(^\text{115}\)

Beyond brownfields, pollution of the Midwest’s natural waters is also a challenge. Water powered and lubricated the region’s steel, auto, chemical, and paper industries. But this usage brought serious environmental catastrophes. The Buffalo, Chicago, Cuyahoga, and Rouge Rivers, each a tributary to the Great Lakes, caught fire in the mid-20th century.\(^\text{116}\) Love Canal outside Niagara Falls became synonymous with environmental catastrophe. And with northern Ohio’s industrial base sitting on its shores, Lake Erie was extremely polluted by the 1960s.\(^\text{117}\) The resulting Clean Water Act was in many ways a reaction to this oversight.

Today, rivers and tributaries are being cleaned and developed into assets as a foundation for new water-based economic development. In 2009, the US Congress approved funding for the Great Lakes Restoration Initiative (GLRI), spurring federal investment of over $2.3 billion on thousands of projects along the freshwater coast.\(^\text{118}\) These projects have cleaned toxic hot spots, restored harbors and waterfronts (see sidebar “Harnessing place-based assets: Ashtabula, Ohio”), protected and reconstituted vital wetlands and fish habitats, curbed nutrient runoffs, and improved overall water quality. Recent studies on the economic impact of GLRI found that it spurred tens of billions of dollars of economic development in communities around the most toxic hot spots. By 2036, every dollar spent will produce $3.35 of additional economic activity in the region.\(^\text{119}\)

Numerous cities and towns have set up public–private partnerships to remediate the pollutants of legacy industries, reopening riverfronts and lakefronts. More than a decade ago, Milwaukee began to promote its cultural institutions, entertainment, and recreation venues along the Milwaukee River and the shore of Lake Michigan. In Traverse City, Michigan, Grand Traverse Bay attracts year-round professionals-in-residence, and the Detroit Riverfront Conservancy has repurposed its waterfront for recreation and festivals. This story of reconnecting to the Great Lakes and the Midwest’s waterways for economic and community development is being repeated throughout the region.
Culture, values, and cost of living

In an era in which talented, well-educated people can often choose where to live and work (and by so doing drive a virtuous cycle of economic activity), the tangible and intangible assets of Midwestern communities such as history, culture, charm, and a “know-your-neighbors” sense of community can be economic advantages (see sidebar “Harnessing place-based assets: Brown County, Indiana”). The Midwest is dotted with sites and communities that played key roles in America’s economic, social, and cultural development. From the newly renovated Erie Canal in western New York, which first opened America’s West to development, to the world’s first skyscrapers in Chicago and the St. Anthony Falls heritage trail in Minneapolis, the Midwest has a rich tapestry of place-defining recreation, education, and heritage tourism opportunities.

The relatively low cost of living is another Midwestern asset. Communities in the region have a weighted average cost-of-living index of 94.5 compared with the rest of the country’s 110.35.\(^{10}\)

---

### Harnessing place-based assets

#### Ashtabula
Ohio

For decades, the Ashtabula River and harbor on Lake Erie provided the town of Ashtabula with a stable manufacturing and shipping economy. Following the decline of both industries, water reconnection and restoration—including a $22 million investment under the Great Lakes Restoration Initiative\(^1\)—have begun to revive the economy. Redeveloping the waterfronts, reestablishing fish habitats, cleaning out 120,000 cubic yards of toxic sediment in Ashtabula Harbor, and restoring coastal wetlands have led to a surge in water-based recreation, new businesses, and real estate development in downtown Ashtabula. Boat registrations rose 42 percent between 2008 and 2017, with a new steelhead fishery on the river adding a strong new economic driver. The newly developed harbor business district has added 27 businesses since 2010, including bars, restaurants, boutiques, and retail stores—increasing Ashtabula County’s tourism sales by 14 percent between 2011 and 2016.\(^2\)

---


\(^2\) A Case Study of Ashtabula, Ohio.
Weighting all states with ocean coastline (excluding Alaska and Hawaii), the average cost-of-living index is 113.56, demonstrating that the Midwest’s freshwater coast is uniquely affordable when compared to its ocean peers. According to U.S. News & World Report’s 2019 Best States rankings, which factor in natural and social attributes, Minnesota ranked third, while Wisconsin ranked 11th, and Iowa placed 14th.

Less tangible but no less real are attributes such as the appeal of iconic and symbolic centers of America’s social, agricultural, and industrial history. The region is associated with the family farm, the birthplace of labor unions and the middle class, and the mighty industries of the Arsenal of Democracy. The attitudes and values of the people of the Midwest have their own magnetic power. The Midwest is known for a sense of authenticity and civility, coupled with an ethos of hard work. These values can exert a strong tug to those looking for alternatives to the cultures and economies of other regions if appreciated and marketed appropriately.

State-level data from C2ER and the US Census population were used to create weighted cost-of-living indices. To determine cost of living by “coastline,” the weighted average of the cost-of-living measurements for Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin was compared against the weighted average of every state with ocean coastline (excluding Alaska and Hawaii). The cost-of-living index totals reflect C2ER’s 2019 Q3 data.
The path forward

Policymakers can employ a range of policies and strategies that harness and build on Midwest communities’ natural assets, as well as their history, quality of life, lifestyle advantages, and cultural assets.

State and local policies
Four priorities can guide these efforts at the state and local levels.

Enhance water and land conservation and protection programs
The public sector can steward the Midwest’s natural assets (woods, waterways, greenways, rivers, lakes, and Great Lakes) as a fulcrum for ongoing economic growth and community revitalization.

Expand state and local historic and heritage designation
Officials should develop additional avenues for the protection of the Midwest’s cultural and historic heritage, such as development tax credits and related polices.

Nurture local attributes that attract and retain talent
Community leaders should pay special attention to amenities and quality-of-life and lifestyle assets, such as walkable, mixed-use development; multimodal transit and transportation options; sustainability practices (such as green infrastructure); and policies and practices that communicate values of tolerance, social equity, and innovation.

Share local economic success paths for Midwest communities
Leaders of small and midsize communities across the region can identify and disseminate examples and a tool kit of community-driven approaches for place-based economic development by developing a variety of these success paths.
Federal policy
A new Communities in Transition program at the federal level could package a variety of programs and resources to harness place-based assets.

Support Communities in Transition
Many communities would benefit from a package of federal policies that acknowledge and define transitioning economies and support place-specific economic development priorities. These include:

• Place-focused economic development tools: Focus federal economic development assistance programs (Economic Development Administration, Department of Agriculture, and small-business support) on communities and regions in transition, while expanding their focus to support worker adjustments to dislocations brought on by technological change, artificial intelligence, and automation.

• Rust Belt to Blue Belt: Increase Great Lakes Restoration Initiative funding for water-based rehabilitation and local economic development.

• Community-based free college and capital for Communities in Transition: Provide support for local college funding programs as modeled by the Kalamazoo Promise. Create a broader analogue to federal Opportunity Zone programs targeting communities and regional economies undergoing economic transition.
The forces responsible for the unraveling of the Midwest’s manufacturing-based economy in the late 20th century are well documented. Chiefly, a global economy flattened by revolutions in communications and transportation empowered new international competitors. Accelerating technological change and automation dramatically restructured the region’s industries, obliterating a huge number of well-paying assembly line jobs and shuttering many Midwestern factories.

An urgent national and Midwestern priority is to foster more inclusive and broadly shared economic growth so that fewer people and communities feel abandoned, isolated, and unable to control their economic destiny. Leaders within the region, as well as those seeking the presidency, need an effective, positive, forward-looking vision to counter isolationism, protectionism, and nostalgia as fixes for residents’ economic woes.

It is no overstatement to say that the eyes of the country, and much of the world, are focused on the economic position, attitudes, and disposition of Midwest voters heading into the 2020 election.

As detailed in this report, the blueprint to meaningfully spreading economic opportunity, security, and a newfound optimism about the future to more people in the Midwest and their communities entails modeling existing Midwestern paths to success and putting to work a set of programs, policies, and public–private partnerships to achieve these ends.

Most importantly, this blueprint should include the following state and local partnerships, as well as supportive federal policies.

**Emerging-sector innovation hubs:** Organize state and local public–private partnerships and increase federal investment in research, development, and innovation in emerging sectors of energy, water, food systems, mobility, healthcare, and IT focused through innovation institutes, likely located at Midwestern research universities.

**Capital for Communities in Transition:** Create additional state, local, and public–private innovation funds. As part of a new federal place-focused economic development agenda, create new investment funds and/or provide favorable tax treatment of private-sector investments in regions and communities with transitioning economies.

**Open doors and fair trade:** Advocate at the state and local level for organizations that support domestic exporters and explore foreign markets; and for a federal trade policy that creates a stable, predictable environment, opens markets, and secures opportunities for exports, while ensuring a steady supply of fairly traded imports.
**Green leadership**: Set goals for local and state sustainability leadership. Mayors, governors, and the next president can set a goal of 90 percent clean energy by 2050 and the federal government can recommit to global agreements to reduce carbon emissions and greenhouse gases. Such commitment will drive Midwest-based clean energy innovation, new technology development, and business and job growth.

**“GI Bill for Workers”**: Push for state policy leadership and federal flexibility to allow states to deliver a financial guarantee for postsecondary credentialing for today’s workforce, which is at risk of dislocation and concentrated in the Midwest.

**Portable pensions and healthcare**: Support federal policies that create incentives for states to develop public–private portable pension, savings, and healthcare programs to maintain worker security and support mobility in a changing labor market.

**Community-based free college**: Catalyze community-based higher education funding programs similar to the Kalamazoo Promise through a new federal-state-local investment matching program.

**Infrastructure policy and funding to significantly increase federal subsidies**: Provide additional federal resources for infrastructure modernization, with financing flexibility to support multimodal infrastructure priorities at the state and local level.

**Economic development focused on Communities in Transition**: Package existing federal economic and business development and support services, and focus them on newly defined transitioning economies. Incorporate criteria to support policies that reward collaborative, community-driven, inclusive growth strategies.

**Heartland Visas for Communities in Transition**: Support immigration policies that increase the flow of high-skill immigrants, refugees, entrepreneurs, and guest workers to newly designated Communities in Transition (including in the Midwest) and support paths to citizenship for DREAMers—young, undocumented immigrants who came to the United States as children.
There was a time when Midwestern leaders worked together to develop the agricultural prowess, the higher-education institutions, the employer-worker social compact, and the infrastructure that built an economic colossus, putting the region, and the country, at the forefront of the world stage.

Yet in the early part of the 20th century, the forward economic march of the Midwest faced a wave of isolationism and nativism driven by the First World War and the seismic economic dislocations of the Great Depression. But rather than succumb to these trends, the region’s business, labor, civic, and political leaders crafted an affirmative and engaged economic and social response to a changing world. The time has come to reprise that role for a new economic era.

As the stories of Midwest communities woven through this report illustrate, there is much the Midwest’s state and local leadership is doing right: harnessing communities’ particular economic assets while attending to real economic deficits, recasting success in this young century.

By following the blueprint in this report, Midwest regional and national leaders can restore broadly shared economic prosperity and accelerate an economic transition well underway in the region to lift up more people and places. In so doing, new economic prosperity will feed a newfound optimism and confidence in America’s Heartland.
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